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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the issues surrounding the problem of supplying low volume
unique or specialty products to meet niche market demands. The specific focus of this
thesis is on a low volume niche auto, an electric derivative of a high volume gas-
powered vehicle, and how to produce it in a high volume assembly plant. The thesis
looks at the strategic choices required as well as the tactical or operational problems of
supplying low volume niche products. While the example used throughout the thesis is
from the auto industry, many of the ideas developed from this research have
applicability in other industries. The strategic framework for making decisions about
satisfying niche demand is sufficiently general to apply to most product companies.
The general approach to answering the tactical question, "How to build a low volume
niche vehicle in a high volume auto assembly plant?" is based on a simple process of
research, propose a solution, try it out, and revise. This is very similar to Demming's
Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. This approach could be used by others tackling the tactical
problems of low volume niche production.
The result of the above process is a method for the sponsoring auto company to use to
define the production process for a low volume niche vehicle in a high volume auto
assembly plant. While this method is specific to the auto industry, some of the "tools
in the toolbox" could be useful in other industries. Specifically, one tool used to
reduce product complexity in the product development stage could be very useful in
many product development activities to aid in DFA (Design For Assembly).
For the reader who is pressed for time, but feels this thesis may be worthwhile based
on the abstract, the author recommends looking through the figures carefully and
reading the captions. The author is a firm believer in conveying ideas with graphics,
and most of the new ideas presented in this thesis can be gleaned from the figures and
tables.
Thesis Supervisors:
Kevin Otto, Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering, MIT
James M. Utterback, Professor of Management, MIT Sloan School of Management
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SECTION 1.0 INTRODUCTION
This thesis is the result of several months of research conducted during an internship
with a major US auto company and additional study at MIT. The problem facing the
auto company was, how to build a low volume niche vehicle in a high volume assembly
plant? In this case, the low volume niche vehicle was an electric-powered derivative of
a high volume gas-powered vehicle. This problem is really an example of a broader
question many companies face today, how to respond to niche demands in the
marketplace? Niche demand here means low volume demand for a special product.
The latter, broader question requires strategic decisions by the firm. Is there niche
demand? Should the firm respond? If so, how? The former question is a tactical one.
In this case the auto company has already decided to respond to niche demand by
building the low volume niche vehicle in the high volume assembly plant. Now they
must determine how best to do this. This thesis looks at both the strategic and tactical
issues.
1.1 Thesis Outline
After this introduction, section 2 will look at the strategic choices involved in
responding to niche demand. Is there niche demand? Should the firm respond? These
questions must be answered before the firm can begin to think about how to supply the
niche product. Included in section 2 is a review of the environment that firms now
operate in, and how it is driving demand for more complexity and variety in product
offerings. In this section, and throughout the thesis, the specific example of the low
volume electric vehicle will be used for illustration. This section will provide a
framework for looking at the strategic choices to be made and look at using scenario
analysis to help make robust strategic decisions.
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The actual strategic decision process at the sponsor auto company predates the period of
the research project, but it is important to include this in the thesis. This strategic
decision phase sets the stage for the rest of the thesis which examines the tactical issues
of how to build a low volume niche vehicle in a high volume plant, or more
generically, how to best execute the chosen strategy.
Section 3 discusses these tactical issues. Once the sponsor company has made the
strategic decision to respond to niche demand by building a niche vehicle in a high
volume plant, they must decide how to execute the strategy. This involves niche
product design, assembly process design, and high volume assembly plant
modifications. Two key themes here are complexity and flexibility. How can the auto
company drive down the complexity that the low volume niche vehicle creates for the
high volume plant, and how can the high volume plant be made more flexible to handle
more product line complexity and variety? The focus of this section is the process used
to tackle these problems. This process involved research, implementation, and revision
based on trial. The result of this process was a method that can be used by the auto
company to 1) help define a niche product which minimizes the added complexity for
the high volume plant and 2) define the niche product's assembly process in the high
volume plant.
Section 4 discusses the developed "niche-vehicle-in-a-high-volume-plant" method in
detail. This method can be thought of as a toolbox and a set of instructions. The
toolbox includes tools that the auto company can use, and the instructions tell how to
use these tools to best build a low volume niche vehicle in a high volume plant. This
section includes a detailed case study showing how the method could be applied to
design a niche vehicle for less manufacturing complexity, increase the flexibility of the
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high volume plant, and define the assembly process for the low volume niche vehicle in
the high volume plant.
Finally, section 5 offers conclusions and recommendations. The conclusion section
attempts to review some of the more important findings of the research. Also,
applicability of some of the ideas in this thesis to industries other than autos are
discussed. This primarily includes the strategic decision framework, scenario analysis,
and some of the tools from the toolbox. Finally, some recommendations are made for
areas where further research would be beneficial.
1.2 Glossary of Terms
There are many lengthy phrases that would be repeated often throughout the thesis.
Many have already been used several times in the above introduction. For ease of
reading, short euphemisms will be used in the text in place of these lengthy phrases.
These terms are defined below:
Acme - The auto company that sponsored the research project. This is one of the "BIG
3" US auto companies and a member of the MIT Leaders For Manufacturing
program.
Niche vehicle - Any low volume vehicle that satisfies a niche in the marketplace.
Examples include; Ferrari, Dodge Viper, all electric autos, convertibles, custom
vans, etc. Niche vehicles may be fully unique or derivative vehicles. Fully
unique niche vehicles were designed starting with a clean sheet of paper.
Derivative niche vehicles are low volume derivatives of high volume autos.
15
Prodev - Production Electric Vehicle. This is Acme's production electric vehicle. It's
a derivative of a high volume gas-powered vehicle. It had not yet been
designed at the time of the research project. Production of Prodev will begin
early enough to meet legislated requirements for Zero Emission Vehicles
(ZEV's) by 1998. Initial production volumes will be 5,000 to 10,000 per year.
Prodev is an example of a derivative niche vehicle.
Volume plant - Any high volume auto assembly plant that's building high volume
mainstream production autos. Designed for economies of scale, it has a body
shop, paint shop, and assembly area, and builds cars at a rate of 50-80 per hour.
The volume plant where Prodev will be built builds more than 300,000 vehicles
per year.
High volume car - Any high volume vehicle built for the mass market. High volume
cars are built in volume plants. The Prodev is an electric derivative of a gas-
powered high volume car. Currently, all high volume cars are gas-powered.
Prototev - Prototype Electric Vehicle. This is the prototype version of the Prodev. It
too is a derivative of a high volume car. It was already fully defined and had
been built for the past year in very low volumes (50-100 per year) at the time of
the research project. These Prototevs are being used by utilities to gain field
service experience with electric vehicles. Some of the Prototev assembly was
done in the volume plant, but most was done in a special garage.
16
SECTION 2.0 The strategic choices required when facing
demand for niche products.
This section will review the strategic issues involved in responding to niche demand. It
will look at the current competitive environment, present a framework for making the
strategic decisions, and discuss using scenario analysis to make robust strategic
decisions.
2.1 Increasing demand for niche products
Many industries today are facing ever increasing fragmentation of their markets. More
and more product variety is required to meet the varied demands of the marketplace.
This is not an entirely new phenomenon. In the 1920's, Alfred P. Sloan and General
Motors broke the dominance of Henry Ford's Model T by offering the customer a
variety of styles to chose from. But in recent years, many factors have combined to
accelerate the demand for increasing product variety. Figure 1 illustrates how these
factors drive complexity and flexibility.
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Tastes Global Marketplace
Figure 1. Many factors today are driving demand for more variety which
leads to more complexity and the need for more flexibility.
From the firm point of view, there is customer pressure and competitive pressure
driving complexity and flexibility. On the customer side, many firms today are
competing in a global marketplace. Differences in customer preferences and
government requirements from country to country require different products to meet
demand. Even within a single domestic market, customers are demanding more
choices today. They're no longer willing to accept "one size fits all", and because of
broad offerings from the competition, the balance of power has shifted to the customer.
Lastly, from the market side are government mandates. The whole reason for the
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Prodev is legislation requiring Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEV's) by 1998. These factors
combine to increase the variety demanded by the market, and this increases the product
line complexity for the firm. From the competitive side, the increased presence of
global competitors makes a wider variety of product offerings available to the firm's
customers. This puts pressure on the firm to be more flexible and offer a wider variety
of products or risk losing market share. Similarly, niche players, domestic or foreign,
can enter the competitive field and eat away at the fringes of a firm's market. These
competitive and market pressures act to increase the demand for more variety and the
need for more product mix flexibility. One of the core issues of this thesis is how
increased product line complexity requires more product mix flexibility which allows
more variety.
At the strategic level, product mix flexibility includes any way the firm can offer a
wider variety of products to its customers. This might include purchasing products to
fill a gap in a product line or to meet demand from a new market niche, or strategic
partnerships to achieve the same ends. At the tactical level, product mix flexibility'
refers to the firms ability to produce many different products within the internal
production system. At this tactical level, there is a definite trade-off between the
benefit of offering a wide variety of products and the cost of high complexity.
Traditionally, these two competing issues are represented by marketing and
manufacturing. Marketing wants to offer a wide variety of products to satisfy all
market niches. Manufacturing wants low product variety within the production system
to reduce complexity. Reduced complexity typically reduces production costs and
improves quality. This conflict is illustrated in figure 2. A firm must always weigh
the benefit of product variety against the cost of complexity. Increasing the flexibility
IMix flexibility is the ability to produce different products in a plant without paying a large cost penalty,
Suarez, Flexibility and Performance: a literature critique and strategic framework".
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of a production system will make it easier to offer variety, but often the increased
flexibility itself comes at a cost.
THE TRADITIONAL TRADE-OFF
BETWEEN VARIETY AND COMPLEXITY
Figure 2. Firms must balance the benefits and costs of
being flexible and offering a wide variety.
2.2 Strategic Decision framework
Figure 3 presents a framework for making the strategic decisions required to respond to
perceived niche demand in the market place. This framework presents a series of
decisions the firm must make. The choices lead to various end states which represent
the strategy the firm has chosen to respond to niche demand.
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Reposition Existing Product
with advertising to respond
Form Strategic Alliance with partner
who can meet niche demand
NO
* Since the product being considered is a low
volume niche product, this factory would be small
Figure 3. Firms must make a series of strategic decisions when responding
to niche demand.
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This is the sort of decision process that Acme went through. The requirement for a
niche product, a ZEV, was created by legislation, and was easily perceived by Acme
and all auto makers competing in the US market. Once the California legislation was
passed, Acme had the choice to respond or not. The legislation requires that a small
percentage of a manufacturer's sales be ZEV' s, or a penalty will be paid on all other
cars sold in that market. Since this could effectively prevent Acme from competing in
up to 35% of the US car market (if several other states adopt the legislation), the "no
response" option was not considered. Although this choice was an obvious one for
Acme, this is not always so when niche demand is perceived. The strategic decision
whether or not to respond to perceived niche demand is probably the most critical
one and should not be overlooked. The problem with niche demand is that it can
very often grow to become mainstream demand and even takeover the previously
dominant product2. Here are some recent examples of niche products that grew into
large markets. The leading makers of toothpaste delayed offering a baking soda
toothpaste in response to Arm & Hammer because they thought it was a small market
niche. This segment has grown to become a considerable portion of the toothpaste
market, and Arm & Hammer dominates the segment.3 In this case, firms perceived the
niche demand, but they delayed responding until the segment had grown. The makers
of Coca Cola did not respond to the emerging market for canned and bottled tea. Their
CEO once said, "We sell more Fresca than they sell tea."4 Canned and bottled tea has
now become a sizable segment of the soft drink industry. Here a firm perceived the
niche demand but chose not to respond.
2 Utterback, Mastering the Dynamics of Innovation.
3 Lazarus, George, "Arm & Hammer could face a pasting", Chicago Tribune.
4 Mark Pendergrast, author of For God. Country. and Coca-Cola, during an interview on National Public
Radio
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After choosing to respond, there is an option that did not apply to the case of Acme
making a ZEV, but it is important to include it in the general framework. After
making the "YES" decision to respond to demand, the firm may have the choice, "Can
we reposition an existing product through advertising to meet this niche demand?" For
example, if a firm perceives a growing niche demand for sportier full-size cars, can
they position one of their existing full-size cars as sporty through advertising? Or,
could a firm reposition an existing food product as being a health food?
Since Acme was required to respond with a new product, their next choice was whether
to design internally or not. If no, Acme could either form strategic alliances and joint
ventures to meet the demand, or they could purchase a complete vehicle that meets the
demand and sell it under the Acme brand name. If Acme chooses to design their own
car, then they must decide whether to produce it internally or outsource its production.
Finally, even if they choose to produce it internally, they must decide whether to
produce it in a high volume plant flexible enough to produce the niche product or build
it in a small focused factory.
Because a car is a complex system made up of several subsystems, Acme's chosen
strategy is in fact a hybrid of several end states. The overall system, the Prodev, will
be designed and built by Acme in a flexible volume plant. Some of the key
components will be designed by Acme but built by vendors. Other key subsystems will
be designed and produced by vendors to meet Acme's specifications and then sold to
Acme. For some of the most expensive subsystems, such as batteries and rechargers,
strategic partnerships have been formed to share the cost and risk of development.
2.3 Scenario Analysis
When making these important strategic decisions, a valuable tool to use is scenario
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analysis5 . This is a simple process that involves estimating the best and worst case
future scenarios, and choosing strategies which are robust. That is, strategies that will
work over a wide range of possible future states. As an example, scenario analysis can
be applied to Acme's decisions regarding the Prodev. First the two extreme future
scenarios must be defined.
Minimum ZEV sales scenario - California repeals or significantly delays the ZEV
requirement, and other states considering the same legislation do not adopt it. With no
legislated requirement for ZEV's, future sales of ZEV's will be zero or near zero.
Maximum ZEV sales scenario - All other states currently considering the California
legislation adopt it. Roughly 35 % of the US car market is covered by this requirement.
By 2003, 10% of cars sold in these states must be ZEV's. Given the projected size of
the US market and Acme's expected market share, Acme must sell several tens of
thousands of ZEV's by 2003 and lower volumes beginning in 1998.
Based on these two extremes which very probably bound all possible outcomes, how
does Acme's strategy fare under each scenario? Under scenario one, ZEV sales are
zero. Recall that Acme's chosen strategy is to use a derivative ZEV based on a high
volume car. Therefore, Acme's development costs for Prodev are fairly low. Further,
through outsourcing and strategic partnerships, additional product development costs
for major subsystems have been diverted to vendors or shared with partners. Prodev
production was planned for an existing volume plant. While there may be some costs
associated with the added complexity for the volume plant, very little would have been
spent on unique Prodev production plant and equipment. This chosen strategy tends to
5Porter, Competitive Advantage, p. 445
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minimize the sunk costs that would never be recovered if ZEV sales are zero, so this
strategy works well for scenario one. What about the other extreme?
In scenario two, Acme must sell many tens of thousands of Prodevs by 2003, and
lower volumes beginning in 1998. This means Acme must be able to build fairly high
volumes of Prodevs. Since the chosen strategy calls for building the Prodevs in a
volume plant that can build more than 300,000 high volume cars per year, Acme will
have wide volume flexibility6 and should be able to meet these high volume demands.
Also, since the Prodev design is derived from one of Acme's most popular high volume
cars, it enhances Acme's ability to sell enough Prodevs to meet the legislated
percentage sales requirements.
2.4 Section wrap-up
This concludes the strategy section on the thesis. The current competitive environment
forces firms to offer more variety to the customer which creates greater complexity and
requires more flexibility from the firm. When responding to these challenges, firms
face a series of strategic decisions about how to supply this wide variety of products.
These are shown in the strategic decision framework. To evaluate different strategies,
firms can use scenario analysis which defines worst and best case future states, and
examines how chosen strategies fare under different conditions.
Once the strategy is chosen, the firm faces the tactical problems of how to best
implement the strategy. This was the state of the process for Acme when the research
project was begun. Acme had chosen a robust strategy of minimal investment that
required building the Prodev at a volume plant. Now they must determine how best to
6Volume flexibility is the ability to build a given product in different volumes in a plant without paying a
large cost penalty, Suarez, Ibid.
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do this. The next section of the thesis looks at the process used to tackle this problem.
This section represents a large part of the actual research work done on the project.
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SECTION 3.0 How to implement the chosen strategy; Building
a niche vehicle in a volume plant
This section shows how the problem was defined and solved. The problem solution
required extensive research which is reviewed here. This section provides the reader
with the necessary background information about volume plants, niche vehicles, the
Prodev production electric vehicle and the Prototev prototype electric vehicle.
3.1 Problem definition
Once the strategic decision had been made to build Prodev in a volume plant, Acme
faced the problem of how best to implement this strategy. The first step in the research
project was to thoroughly understand the problem.
Acme wanted to build the Prodev in a volume plant in time to meet 1998 requirements
for ZEV's. The project could have entailed simply defining the assembly process for
the Prodev in a volume plant. However, the Prodev design had not yet begun, and the
design team was not even put in place until near the end of the research project.
Meanwhile, Acme had been building a small fleet of Prototevs which were sold to
utilities throughout the US to gain electric vehicle (EV) experience. The Prototevs
-were being partially built in the volume plant as high volume cars with no powertrain
(gliders) and then finished into Prototevs at a special garage. The Prototev assembly
experience provided an excellent look at how well or poorly the volume plant could
handle a niche vehicle.
After sufficient research to understand the problem, a suitable structure for solving the
problem was chosen. The end product would be a method for Acme to follow that
includes the necessary tools and step-by-step instructions and guidelines for building a
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niche vehicle in a volume plant. Since Prodev's design was not "locked-in", the
method would include ways to design Prodev for reduced complexity for the volume
plant. The problem solving structure involved a research phase and an implementation
phase as shown below:
RESEARCH PHASE
IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
1. Propose a method to be used for defining the assembly process for
a niche vehicle in a high volume plant.
2. Apply this method to the Prototev which is fully defined.
3. Revise the method based on the Prototev exercise.
3.2 Research phase
In the research phase, a thorough understanding was gained of all existing knowledge
that would help solve the tactical problem. How are niche vehicles built? How are
high volume cars built? How is the high volume car assembly process defined? And
finally, what is different about the niche product? The goal of this research was to
fully understand the issues, and to uncover any existing tools at Acme or other car
companies that could be useful in solving the problem. There are already many
existing tools for handling complexity in a volume plant, and there's no reason to
"reinvent the wheel".
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I1. Understand how niche vehicles are being built currently
2. Understand high volume production
3. Understand how the high volume car assembly process is currently defined. Can
this process be applied to defining the niche vehicle assembly in the volume plant?
4. Understand Prodev and Prototev and the differences between these ZEV's and
the high volume cars they're derived from.
3.2.1 Niche vehicle assembly
The goal of this research was to understand how low volume niche vehicles are
currently being built. This information could be very useful in defining the assembly
process for the Prodev in the volume plant.
Figure 4 shows five ways to build niche vehicles, and where they fit in terms of
production volume and the amount of assembly done in a volume plant. One method,
which doesn't affect the volume plant, is low volume plant assembly. Fully unique
niche vehicles are built this way. This assembly method is suitable for very low to
moderate production volumes. This method could also be used to build a derivative
niche vehicle. This would be accomplished by removing a painted body from the
volume plant and assembling the vehicle in a low volume plant. Many firms use low
volume assembly plants for niche vehicles. These include Ferrari, Dodge Viper, and
the GM Impact III electric vehicle7 .
7Society of Automotive Engineers presentation: The GM Impact, October 19, 1993, General Motors
Technical Center, Warren, MI.
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Figure 4. There are many ways to build niche vehicles, with varying
amounts of assembly work done in the volume plant.
Another method which doesn't affect the volume plant is after market conversion. This
is transparent to the volume plant. A fully functional high volume car is converted to
its derivative configuration by someone other than the original auto manufacturer. This
is commonly used for convertibles or full size van conversions. Many electric vehicles
are also built this way. Solectria Corp. in Arlington, Massachusetts uses the after
market conversion process to turn Geo Metros into electric vehicles8.
The third method, the glider completion assembly process, begins to increase
complexity in the volume plant. With this method, the volume plant builds a vehicle
8Wald, "Jump Starting the Electric Car's Future".
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that includes all components common to both the high volume and niche
configurations, but omits any unneeded high volume car components. The non-
functional glider is then completed rather than converted to the niche configuration.
For an electric vehicle, this process requires towing the glider to its completion center
since it has no power of its own when it leaves the volume plant. Acme's prototype
electric vehicle is built this way. The advantages of glider completion over after
market conversion are lower labor costs and little or no material waste. This is because
little or no volume plant labor must be undone, and unneeded high volume car
components aren't thrown away.
The disadvantage of the glider completion method is increased complexity for the
volume plant. The glider completion method may include installing some unique
components in the high volume assembly plant. Taken to the limit, where all unique
components are installed, the glider completion method becomes full in-plant assembly.
This can be done in two ways. With the fourth method, in-plant conversion, the niche
vehicle is fully assembled within the confines of the volume plant, but a significant
amount of the unique components are assembled off the main assembly line. This may
be done at a highly flexible station (see figure 16 in section 4.2.4) or on a slower
moving spur line or parallel line. Convertibles produced in volume plants are built this
way. A slower moving secondary line parallel to the main line is used in the body shop
to convert a coupe into a convertible. In-plant conversion offers lower variable costs
than the three previous methods of niche vehicle assembly. It also creates less
complexity for the volume plant and yields lower costs than on-line build. The
complexity is less because the main assembly line is less affected. Labor costs are
lower with in-plant conversion because manpower can be better assigned. Battery
installation on an electric vehicle provides a good example. If batteries are installed on
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the main assembly line, and electric vehicles are only 2% of the volume mix, the
battery installer will be idle 98% of the time.
The fifth method, on-line build has higher costs and complexity, but it does provide
extreme volume flexibility. With full on-line build, the entire volume plant capacity
could theoretically be used to build the niche vehicle. Of course, at those volumes, it
ceases to be a niche vehicle. The in-plant conversion method does not allow such wide
volume flexibility. It is capacity limited by the production rate of the spur line or off-
line station.
3.2.2 The high volume assembly plant (volume plant)
The principal reasons for this research were to understand how volume plants work and
to see what tools and techniques are already in place at volume plants to handle
complexity and variety. This research included working extensively at the volume
plant where the Prodev would be built (and Prototev is being built), touring other
volume plants at Acme and at other auto manufacturers, and interviewing experts at
other volume plants. The volume plants studied included focused plants that built only
one vehicle type and cross-loaded plants that built up to three different models.
For the reader not familiar with volume plants, appendix A provides a description of a
typical volume plant with particular emphasis on how volume plants currently handle
complexity in the product mix. This appendix will give the reader sufficient
background to understand the issues of complexity and flexibility in the volume plant.
A brief discussion of these issues is given below.
3.2.2.1 Volume plant Complexity
Complexity and flexibility are central issues involved in trying to build the Prodev in a
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volume plant. The Prodev introduces additional complexity into the plant. The
volume plant's ability to handle this increased complexity is determined by its
flexibility. Typical measures of complexity at a volume plant are:
* Number of body styles
* Number of models
* Number of build codes
* Number of part numbers
Volume plant complexity can be split into two types: product complexity and process
complexity. Product complexity exists whenever more than one part number is used
for the same application. Four different colors of interior carpet create product
complexity. However, since all carpets install the same way, this creates no process
complexity. Product complexity creates material handling problems for the volume
plant. The carpets must be sequenced so that the proper color carpet is installed in a
car with a matching interior color. More buffer stock of carpet will be needed since
not all carpets are interchangeable.
Offering both automatic and manual transaxles creates product and process complexity
for the volume plant because now different vehicles require different processing. Table
I illustrates some of the process differences.
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Table I. Process complexity due to manual and auto transaxles
PROCESS REQUIRED FOR REQUIRED FOR
MANUAL AUTOMATIC
TRANS? TRANS?
Weld on shifter bracket yes no
Install clutchdal yes no
Install shifter yes no
Install clutch cable yes no
Install clutch cable bracket yes no
Install shifter cable yes no
Punch hole in carpet yes no
Fill auto transaxle fluid no yes
This simple example well illustrates the chain reaction effect that
product complexity. A manual transaxle requires a clutch pedal,
clutch pedal, cable which requires a bracket, etc.
can result from
which requires a
Building a niche vehicle in a volume plant increases both types of complexity, product
and process.
In general, increasing complexity is bad for a volume plant. Increasing complexity at
the assembly plant tends to increase costs and adversely affect quality. Table II
illustrates some of the ways costs are driven by complexity.
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Table II. Volume plant costs driven by complexity
EXAMPLE
(CAUSE)
TYPE OF
COST
TYPE OF
COMPLEXITY
The relationship between complexity and quality is not as well defined as the cost
relationship. Past regression analyses done at Acme have shown a correlation, but not
enough data is available to capture all quality costs and all the independent variables
that influence quality besides complexity. This data and analysis was from the mid
1980's. This is not the same data used in appendix C. Strong empirical evidence
comes from experienced volume plant managers and workers. Many of these people
agree that increasing complexity hurts quality.
3.2.2.2 Volume plant flexibility
Different parts of the plant have different levels of flexibility. The three main parts of
the volume plant are 1) the body shop, 2) the paint shop, and 3) the trim/chassis/final
(t/c/f) area. Most body shops have limited flexibility. Those volume plants that build
more than one body style typically have multiple subassembly areas. Each is dedicated
to a particular body style. They may have a flexible framing station or multiple
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The receiving dock and material Indirect Labor Product
control will handle more shipments
and more paperwork with more part
numbers in the plant.
Multiple colors for carpet, trim, and Inventory Product
fascia require more inventory since the
plant needs a small buffer of all stock.
Extra equipment such as the battery Indirect Labor Process
installation lift for an EV would
require extra maintenance.
The battery installation lift for an EV Capital or Fixed Process
increases the plants overhead.
Manpower cannot be perfectly Direct Labor Process
balanced. If a welder has time allotted
to weld an extra bracket for the EV,
then he has idle time whenever a gas-
powered vehicle goes by.
framing stations. Most paint shops are highly flexible; able to prime, paint, and bake
different body styles. The t/c/f area is also highly flexible. The primary activity in
this section of the plant is manual installation of car parts, and the operators are highly
flexible. Even so, some volume plants that build more than one body style use multiple
t/c/f lines to get better labor utilization. Since different models have different labor
content, the line will be staffed with too much labor for some models which leads to
inefficiency. This is a problem that all volume plants face due to the differences in
options and equipment levels even on the same models. Plants that use one t/c/f line
control this problem by limiting the mix of models and options to match the available
labor.
Material handling can greatly affect a volume plant's flexibility. If parts are sequenced
and delivered to the assembly line, then the line can handle more variety. The worker
doing the sequencing handles the complexity while the assembly worker simply
removes the next part in sequence and installs it. This practice also frees up room at
the assembly station by keeping stocks of parts away from the assembly line. If parts
are stored at the line, there may not be room for additional parts at the station if a niche
vehicle is added to the volume plant product mix.
A final feature which can enhance the flexibility of a volume plant is available floor
space. This is sometimes referred to as white space. If a volume plant has free space,
it's much easier to add additional models to the assembly mix. The white space
provides room for unique equipment (such as a battery installation lift) or unique
components for the niche vehicle (such as battery trays). Even when a plant has some
white space (and most do), it may be in the wrong location.
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3.2.3 Current method for defining the high volume car assembly process
This section of the thesis will briefly discuss the process used at Acme to define the
assembly process for high volume cars. The goal of this research is to see if the high
volume process is applicable to defining the niche vehicle assembly process.
The flow chart of figure 5 shows how Acme develops the assembly process for their
high volume vehicles. The process begins at the top of the chart when the Acme
product engineers begin to design the vehicle. Through meetings and demonstrations,
the product engineers convey the design to the Acme process engineers who begin
defining how the vehicle will be assembled with preliminary process sheets.
All the parts are assigned to one of six groups for detailed assembly process definition.
At this point, the Acme methods engineers begin defining exactly how much assembly
work will be done at each assembly station. The preliminary process sheets, begun
earlier, only showed how the vehicle might be assembled. Now the assembly work is
being broken up into X second segments (for a line rate of 3600/X units per hour).
This work is done with the benefit of the first prototype of the vehicle, built in the pilot
plant. The rest of the process involves refinement and verification of the assembly
process, first in the pilot plant, then at the volume plant.
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Figure 5. This flowchart illustrates Acme's procedure for developing the
process for assembling high volume cars in volume plants.
3.2.4 The Prodev and Prototev Electric Vehicles
The goal of this research was to understand the differences between the niche product
and the high volume product it was derived from. The more the Prodev could be made
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similar to the high volume car, and still meet the unique market demand, the easier it
would be to accomplish the chosen strategy of building Prodev in the volume plant.
Both Prototev and Prodev are significantly different from the high volume cars they are
derived from (although Prodev was not yet fully defined, its key characteristics had
already been specified). They have unique powertrains and far more complex electrical
systems. Several new unique components are required. The fuel systems (batteries)
are much heavier than on the high volume car, weighing 1200 pounds or more. This
added weight requires further changes to the vehicle body structure and suspension
system.
These differences create a substantial challenge when trying to assemble the Prodev in
the volume plant. This goes far beyond the typical level of complexity handled in
volume plants where many different colors, engines, transaxles, and options are
handled. Even those volume plants that handle more than one type of car are only
equipped to handle gas-powered IC (internal combustion) engines with gasoline fuel
systems on all the high volume cars they build.
3.3 Implementation phase
After extensive research, a method was developed that could help Acme 1) design the
Prodev to minimize the complexity created for the volume plant, and 2) define the
assembly process for the Prodev in the volume plant. This method provides Acme with
a step-by-step process to follow. The proposed method was applied to the already
designed Prototev (prototype electric vehicle). This provided an opportunity to
uncover errors or omissions by "test driving" the method on the prototype niche
vehicle. This was a very useful exercise. The flowchart shown in the next section
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which summarizes the method looks very different from that which was initially
proposed.
Before moving on, it's appropriate to say a little about the development of the method.
The origin of the method was a list of questions to be asked about each Prodev unique
part. The goal was to obtain the fundamental information needed to allow volume
plant assembly. The method that finally evolved makes this information available, and
uses it along with fundamental volume plant information to define the assembly
process. Table III below shows this original list of questions.
Table III. Criteria/Constraints for Prodev Assembly
Ql. Does this Prodev part replace a high volume car part which is so similar,
that your common sense dictates that the new part should be installed at
the same assembly station? i.e. tires, head lamp harness, instrument
cluster
Q2. What does this part attach to?
Q3. Besides parts listed in Q2, what parts must be installed before this part?
Q4. What parts should not be installed until after this part?
QS. What does the part weigh?
Q6. How many fasteners are needed to install the part?
Q7. How many electrical connections are required to install the part?
Q8. How many hoses or tubes need to be connected to install the part?
Q9. Approximately how many people are required to install the part?
Q10. Approximately how much time is required to install the part?
QI 1. How many of this part (quantity) are on the vehicle?
Q12. Where on the vehicle is the part installed? i.e. underbody,
engine compartment, interior, exterior.
Q13. Is this part installed using an operation normally performed in
trim/chassis/final? i.e. install, connect, torque etc. not weld, drill,
bend.
Question 13 will reveal whether the part can be installed in the T/C/F area of the
volume plant. Some welding or drilling may first be required in the body shop. Table
IV below shows those operations normally performed in the trim/chassis/final area of
the volume plant where Prodev would be built.
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Table IV. Operations performed in Trim/Chassis/Final
1. Manual install - put in final location
2. Robotic install
3. Ergo assist install (manually install with a mechanical lifting device)
4. Connect wire or hose
5. Route wire or hose
6. Stock/Position/Loose install - Place in vehicle for later installation
7. Apply (decals, labels, pin stripes)
8. Paint (black out, wheel wells, window frame primer, pin stripes)
9. Tighten or Torque
10. Pick and Pack (sequence parts away from the main line for
delivery to the line)
11. Test (electrical, brakes, air conditioning)
12. Rivet
13. Roboticly applied sealant (windshields)
14. Fill (AC, brakes, transaxle, PS, oil, glycol, fuel)
15. Inspect/verify
16. Drive
17. Punch (carpet, headliners)
18. Press (for subassemblies such as strut assembly)
19. Adjust (i.e. doors and hoods)
20. Check broadcast sheet (this is a computer printout telling the
operators which options and features to install on that vehicle).
NO Drilling, Welding, Grinding, or Bending !!!
Defining the basic information needed is a good starting point for this type of exercise.
3.4 Section wrap-up
This section has covered the process used to implement Acme's chosen strategy of
building the low volume Prodev in the high volume plant. First the problem was
clearly defined. Next, thorough research was conducted to understand volume plants,
current niche vehicle assembly techniques, the Prodev and Prototev electric vehicles,
and Acme's assembly process development procedure. While doing this research, the
basic information necessary to define the Prodev assembly process was identified
through a series of questions. Finally, this was organized into a logical method Acme
could use to develop the assembly process for the Prodev. This method is fully
discussed in the next section.
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SECTION 4.0 How to build a niche vehicle in a volume plant
This section of the thesis presents a method to be used by Acme when designing the
Prodev and defining the process for building the Prodev in the volume plant. This
method is specific to the problem of building a niche vehicle in a volume plant.
However, the general structure of the method may apply to other examples of low
volume niche production in a high volume manufacturing plant. In general terms, the
structure is shown in table V. Steps 3, 4, and 5 will probably need to be done in
parallel and may need to be done iteratively.
Table V. Seven steps to building a niche product in a volume plant
1. Identify the differences between the niche product and the high volume
product. (additions, deletions, substitutions)
2. Identify the assembly/manufacturing constraints imposed by the existing
plant.
3. Modify the niche product design where possible to meet the manufacturing
constraints while still satisfying the niche demand.
4. Define the manufacturing/assembly process.
5. Modify the plant where necessary to allow manufacture of the niche
product.
6. Check the costs.
7. Revisit the original strategic decisions to see if they still make sense.
Along with the general structure, specific tools shown as part of the method may be
applicable in other industries besides autos. This includes a graphical tool that can be
used for DFA (Design for Assembly) in the product development stage.
Section 4.1 will briefly go through the method describing the various steps. A more
thorough understanding can be obtained from section 4.2 which presents a case study.
In section 4.2 the method is used to modify the Prototev design and define the process
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for assembling Prototev in the volume plant. The Prototev is used instead of the
Prodev because the Prototev has been fully defined.
4.1 A method for defining the niche vehicle design and the assembly
process in the volume plant
The flowchart in figure 6 shows the method developed over the course of the research
project. This method shows how to (A) reduce the assembly complexity created by the
low volume niche vehicle, (B) insert the niche vehicle assembly process into the
volume plant, and (C) evaluate the cost of building the niche vehicle in the volume
plant.
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FIgure 6. This flowchart illustrates a method for defining the assembly process
for a derivative niche vehicle in a volume plant.
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This section of the thesis will briefly go through the steps of the method. None of the
steps will be explained in detail here. In the next section, the method will be discussed
in more thorough detail as it is used to define the process for assembling the Prototev in
the volume plant.
4.1.1 Product definition phase
Please refer to figure 6 during this discussion. The first step (1) is for the product
engineers to identify all unique components. As these unique components are being
identified, they are shown on the unique parts diagram (2) depicting which unique
components attach directly to the vehicle and which attach to other components. This
unique components diagram is a new tool developed for this project. It is used to
identify any drilling or welding required to attach unique components. Since no
drilling or welding should be done after the vehicle has been painted, all such
operations must be eliminated (3A) from the trim/chassis/final (t/c/f) area of the plant.
The elimination can be done by redesign, by combining components into subassemblies
(3B), or by moving these operations to the body shop. The unique components
diagram makes it easy to see which unique components might be combined into
subassemblies. Moving drill and weld operations to the body shop is made easier by
identifying problems very early in the design process. This would typically be a key
Design For Assembly (DFA) manufacturing constraint imposed on the product design
by the production system.
The next step (3C) is to identify direct assembly substitutions. These are unique parts
which install on the niche vehicle the same way the corresponding high volume car
component does. These parts create product complexity, but no process complexity for
the volume plant.
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While defining the new unique niche vehicle components, the product designers must
identify those high volume car components that are not needed (3D) such as the gas
tank on an electric vehicle. This list will be used later to identify which assembly
stations are now idle and available for unique component installation.
4.1.2 Process definition phase
Once all welding and drilling has been eliminated from t/c/f and unique parts have been
grouped into subassemblies, the original unique components diagram is redrawn as the
unique assembly diagram (4A). This diagram is far less complex than the unique
components diagram because it shows only those unique parts that are not direct
assembly substitutes. In this way, the unique assembly diagram shows only those
unique parts whose assembly process and location have not yet been identified. At the
same time that the unique assembly diagram is being completed, the list of deleted high
volume assembly operations is completed (4B). The deleted operations list should not
show direct assembly substitutions as deleted operations. In this way, the deleted
operations list will show assembly stations and operators available for installing unique
components. For example, while regular high volume tires are not installed on the
Prototev, unique high pressure tires are installed at the same location as a direct
assembly substitution. It would be inappropriate to list "tire installation" as a deleted
operation since that station and those assembly operators are not really available for
installing other unique components.
After the unique assembly diagram has been completed, identify assembly sequence
constraints for the unique niche vehicle parts (5A, see figure 7 for an example) and
define the unique part's location on the vehicle and any tools required for installation
(5B). On the deleted assembly operations list, the product constraints imposed by the
specific operation should be recorded. These include vehicle height and assembly
station capabilities (5C). This will tell what the station can do when attempting to
substitute in a replacement niche vehicle task. All of this information (5A, B, and C)
will be needed when inserting unique niche vehicle component operations into the
assembly process in the volume plant.
Figure 7. A precedence diagram such as this one illustrates assembly sequence
constraints.
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Based on the above constraints, insert the unique component installation operations into
available assembly station vacancies (6). It may be that not all unique operations will
fit into the volume plant with the constraints from part 5. There may not be enough
available operations, or a unique component (such as a 1200 pound battery pack) may
be impossible to install with existing equipment. Any remaining assembly tasks not
directly substituted in this step (6) define any potentially necessary modifications to the
volume plant or any potentially necessary equipment (7).
4.1.3 Economic evaluation phase
Based on step 7, identify any capital required for new investment (8). Lastly, evaluate
the break even volume to determine at what volume level building niche vehicles in the
volume plant becomes cost effective. This break even analysis should include the
hidden cost of complexity, and the hidden benefit of volume flexibility. See appendix
B for more information about this break even analysis. Once the economic evaluation
is complete, revisit the original strategic choices to see if the chosen strategy still makes
sense. The break even analysis should not be used in isolation to revise the chosen
strategy. From the earlier scenario analysis, it is clear that the range of possible
Prodev sales varies widely. The break even analysis should only be used as an input
into the strategy evaluation.
The break even analysis (see figure 8 for an illustration) is a classic break even analysis
with an important addition. The fixed cost of building the niche vehicle in the volume
plant (F2 in the figure) should include the cost of complexity minus the benefit of
volume and mix flexibility. Appendix B provides a detailed discussion of these two
important issues. The fixed costs required to build a glider in the volume plant (F1 in
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figure 8) are not part of the fixed costs of full in plant production (F2 in figure 8).
These will be different modifications for the two methods.
(V1)
Q Volume
Break Even 
Quantity
Figure 8. The break even analysis above compares two ways of building the
Prodev. The fixed cost of Full In-Plant production (F2) should include
the cost of complexity minus the benefit of volume and mix flexibility.
4.2 A case study, applying the method to the Prototev (Prototype Electric Vehicle)
This section goes through the method in detail as it is applied to Acme's prototype
electric vehicle (Prototev). This section is a must read for anyone who would want to
try applying the method to low volume niche production in a high volume plant. This
exercise was originally performed as part of the research project to "test drive" and
debug the method, and it was very valuable in that regard. In the first few attempts to
use the originally proposed method, errors and omissions were discovered. The
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experience of using the method at least once was invaluable in refining it. The process
discussed in this section (and summarized in figure 6) is the final result.
Acme's Prototev provided an excellent case study to develop and evaluate the proposed
method. The Prototev had been in production for about one year using the post-plant
glider completion method. Prototev was being sold in very low volumes (< 100/year)
at a high price (> $100K) to utility companies to gain electric vehicle experience. With
all of the unique components already clearly defined, it was possible to go through the
complete method to define the Prototev assembly process in the volume plant. By
"testing" the method, errors were found and issues were uncovered that had not been
considered in the original proposal.
Acme's Prototev was never intended to be fully built in the volume plant. It was
designed for either after market conversion or glider completion. In applying the
method, it was assumed that some design changes could be made. However, since
Prototev will be replaced by Prodev in a few years, these design changes are purely
hypothetical, and were not incorporated by Acme. For example, the Prototev uses an
unsealed battery that emits hydrogen gas and requires watering and forced ventilation.
This leads to a very cumbersome system for watering and ventilating the batteries.
Prodev will have a maintenance free sealed battery. For the purposes of this case
study, it was assumed that Prototev would also have such a battery if it were built in
the volume plant.
4.2.1 Prototev unique features
Since the Prototev was already designed, step 1, defining the unique components was
simple. They were already defined in the Prototev parts list. The first real task was
drawing the Prototev unique parts diagram. Figure 9 illustrates the building blocks of
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this diagram. A bracket attaches to the vehicle body by drilling two holes in the body
and installing bolts. The widget attaches to the bracket with 3 nuts and bolts. An oil
line attaches to the widget with a fitting, and the oil line needs to be connected to the
oil pump. The same oil line could have been shown on the diagram attaching to the oil
pump, with an arrow labeled "to widget". A doodad also attaches to the same bracket
with two screws, but the doodad has no wires, lines, or tubes that require connection to
another component. All unique components are shown in ellipses. The attachment
method, if defined, is shown on the connecting arrows.
Figure 9. The unique components diagram shows assembly relationships
very early in the product development process, even before the
components are fully defined.
The unique components diagram is a new tool developed specifically for this project.
The diagram evolved through trial and error. The goal was to capture the unique
Prototev components and show assembly relationships graphically in a simple two
dimensional format. Several formats were considered. The system proved too
complex for an exploded assembly diagram, and such a diagram cannot be drawn until
the parts are defined. That's one of the big advantages of the unique components
diagram as shown here. A component can be shown early on, before it is even
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defined. It is only necessary to know that it is needed on the vehicle. The unique
components diagram provides a place for the several engineers working on a project to
get all of their required components shown in a convenient format where everyone can
see them very early on. The diagram provides one of the earliest "prototypes" for a
new product being developed. The diagram clearly illustrates all of the unique
components and their assembly relationships, and it forces the design engineer to
consider how parts will be attached to the vehicle. The conclusion section will say
more about the uses of this diagram. The diagram proved to be a valuable tool in the
early stages of the Prodev (production electric vehicle) development process. The
following dialogue was prompted by creating the Prodev unique components diagram.
Q1. Where will you be putting the charger?
Al. Under the fascia.
Q2. Will it attach to the fascia?
A2. No, to the body.
Q3. Will it attach directly to the body?
A3. I'll probably need a bracket.
Q4. How will we attach the bracket to the body?
A4. 1 don't know.
Q5. Will we need a unique fascia?
A5. Yes, it will have an access door.
Q6. But it can install the same as the standard fascia?
A6. Yes.
In this way, the unique components diagram clearly raises assembly issues early on.
We'll discuss how to resolve these in the next section.
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Figure 10 shows a portion of the Prototev unique components diagram. The
attachment methods are not shown to eliminate clutter at this reduced scale. The actual
diagram showing all unique components was a large drawing that included 120 unique
component ellipses, 37 direct attachments to the vehicle body, and 60 outward arrows
indicating additional attachments required after installation on the body, such as "to oil
pump .
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Figure 10. Shown above is a portion of the Prototev Unique Components
Diagram.
The unique components diagram should be done as a large size drawing that can be
posted prominently on a wall in the design area. It should be used as a working
drawing, where the design engineers are constantly updating it with hand written notes
and sketches.
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4.2.2 Design to minimize assembly complexity
Once all unique components have been shown on the unique components diagram, the
next step is to begin reducing process complexity. The first step (3A) is to eliminate
any drilling or welding from t/c/f. No drilling or welding is currently done in t/c/f
because it would break through the paint on the vehicle. Table VI lists the four options
available for eliminating drilling and welding from t/c/f (trim/chassis/final).
Table VI. Four Ways to eliminate drill and weld from t/c/f
1 Design the unique component to use existing high volume car attachment
points and features, or attach it to another component.
2 Include any new attachment points or features required for the unique
component on all vehicle bodies. This increases the cost and weight of every
high volume car built at the plant.
3 Deliver unique niche vehicle subassemblies to the body shop and sequence
them to come tother to form a niche vehicle body. These unique
subassemblies would include the necessary attachment points and features.
4 Modify the niche vehicle body-in-white on a low-volume spur line in
the body shop to add the unique attachment points or features.
In step 3B, the design team reduces process complexity by integrating unique
components into subassemblies. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate how main assembly line
complexity is reduced by combining and integrating unique components to reduce
direct-to-body attachment operations.
In figure 11, the cooling module will be purchased as an assembly with the cooler lines
already attached. Likewise, the entire motor/transaxle subassembly will be purchased.
The instrument panel (IP) will be built up on a subassembly line and delivered to the
main assembly line, just like a standard high volume car IP.
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Figure 11. Unique parts can be grouped together to be built off the main
assembly line or purchased as sub-assemblies from a supplier.
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In figure 12, the Motor Controller Unit (MCU) has been redesigned to attach directly
to the motor/trans subassembly. This eliminates a direct-to-body attachment and the
need to drill holes in the body for MCU brackets.
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Figure 12. The motor controller has been integrated into the motor/trans sub-
assembly.
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The unique components diagram makes it easy to group components into subassemblies
to be assembled off the main assembly line or purchased from a supplier. The
attachment arrows clearly indicate which parts may be joined together as
subassemblies. A more thorough understanding of the Prototev design was required to
know that the MCU could be attached to the Motor/Transaxle assembly. Still, the
unique components diagram identified this as an issue. The MCU bracket installation
required drilling holes in the painted body. This was clearly identified on the original
Prototev unique components diagram. On the original full-size Prototev unique
components diagram, the words drill, weld, and grind were highlighted. At step 3A
in the process, the four options for eliminating drill and weld were considered. The
engineers decided redesigning to attach to the motor was the best option for the MCU.
Even after combining unique components and redesigning how others are attached,
several drill and weld operations still remained on the unique components drawing.
These operations were moved to the body shop area of the plant. The other three
options for eliminating drill and weld in t/c/f were considered and eliminated for the
following reasons:
1. It was not physically possible to modify Prototev unique components to attach them
using existing high volume car features.
2. At the low volumes of the Prototev, it didn't seem cost effective to incorporate the
unique Prototev features on all the high volume cars built at the plant.
3. Too many body sub-assemblies are unique on the Prototev, and it didn't seem worth
creating a new system at the volume plant to sequence body sub-assemblies.
Table VII lists the final set of operations added to the volume plant body shop, each on
a separate line. The various brackets would be welded and holes would be drilled on a
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separate slower moving line parallel to the main line in the body shop. Another option
that was considered was batching Prototevs and running a full month's supply on one
shift and staffing the main line with extra workers to install the extra brackets and drill
the extra holes. There were two problems with this approach. First, due to the
number of operations being added, there physically wasn't enough space to add that
many operations on the main line. This is an example of how white space would have
made a plant more flexible. Second, even if room was available, union rules at the
plant allow staffing jobs for minimum increments of one week. A full week's worth of
production dedicated to Prototev would be too much. The conclusion section will say
more about batching.
Table VII. Prototev operations added to the body shop
Weld in rear spring shackle reinforcement brackets.
Weld battery brackets to rails.
Weld spare tire bracket to floor pan.
Weld on High Voltage fuse block bracket.
Drill hole in fender for charge port.
Weld 5 ground studs in engine box .
Grind notches in lower front cross member for cooler line clearance.
4.2.3 Identify deletions, additions, and substitutions
Concurrently with steps 3A and 3B, direct assembly substitutions are identified (3C).
Direct assembly substitutions are unique Prototev parts that are so similar to the high
volume car part (or parts) that they replace, common sense dictates that the unique part
should be installed at the same assembly station. Direct assembly substitutions are a
little bit like the different options currently installed on cars. One car may get a sport
steering wheel and the next gets a standard steering wheel, but they're both installed at
the same assembly station using the same tools. When defining a direct assembly
substitution, care must be taken to be sure the existing tools at the assembly station
can be used to install the unique part. On the Prototev, the rear springs attach the
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same way using the same fasteners as the high volume production rear springs.
However, the Prototev rear springs have a higher spring rate to handle the extra weight
of the battery pack. The stiffer Prototev rear springs could not be compressed far
enough to allow rear shock attachment without modification to the existing volume
plant spring compression tool. This was an expensive lesson to learn by discovering it
when Prototevs were being built in the volume plant. The entire volume plant
assembly line had to be shut down for a few minutes to solve the problem! Table VIII
lists a few of the operations where Prototev unique parts are direct assembly
substitutions for high volume car parts.
Table VIH. Prototev direct assembly substitutions (partial list shown)
Station Operatoon 
1728 10 pick and pack wiring harnesses
1751 30 install underhood labels
1943 40 IP harness install
1985 10 IP install
2258 10 tire install
All four direct-to-body connections shown in figure 12 are direct assembly
substitutions:
1. The cooling module subassembly for Prototev is a unique part number but it
installs the same at the high volume car cooling module.
2. The motor/transaxle and controller (MCU) subassembly install in the same place
in the same way as the engine/trans subassembly on the high volume car. A
modification to a holding fixture at the volume plant was required.
3. The Instrument Panel (IP) on the Prototev is a unique part number and the
wiring hook-ups are slightly different, but it must be installed at the same
location in the volume plant using the same equipment as the high volume car
IP.
4. The tires on the Prototev are unique high-pressure tires, but they install in
exactly the same way as high volume car tires.
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After steps 3A, 3B, and 3C, the number of remaining unique components left is greatly
reduced. Figure 13 shows the unique assembly diagram (4A).
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Figure 13. On the unique assembly diagram, every arrow represents an
attachment or installation that must be done in the volume plant.
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This diagram shows all remaining Prototev unique items that require installation on the
vehicle. Most unique components that are direct assembly substitutions for a high
volume part are not shown. However, a few such unique parts are shown because after
they are installed on the vehicle, additional unique operations remain. For instance, the
motor/trans/MCU/K-frame subassembly is a direct assembly substitution for the
engine/trans on the high volume car. However, the motor/trans/MCU/K-frame
subassembly must be shown here because after it's installed there are 10 unique
operations or connections required (to fuse block, to htr (heater), to APCU (auxiliary
power control unit), etc.). On the unique assembly diagram, every arrow represents an
assembly operation, either an installation or a connection. The three changes from the
original Prototev unique components diagram to the unique assembly diagram of figure
13 are:
1. Many individual unique components have been grouped into subassemblies,
and only the subassembly is shown on the unique assembly diagram.
2. Most of the direct assembly substitutions are not shown on the unique
assembly diagram.
3. It's been assumed that many of the brackets shown in the unique components
diagram will be installed in the body shop, so no unique assembly is
required in t/c/f.
While the unique assembly diagram shows all of the unique assembly operations that
need to be done, the deleted assembly operations list shows all the possible locations
where these new operations might be performed. This process begins with identifying
all the high volume car parts not used on the niche vehicle (3D). For the Prototev this
includes the obvious parts such as engine, fuel system, and exhaust system. Also, to
reduce weight, some options are not available on the Prototev such as 6-speaker stereo
and 7-passenger seating. Part of the Prototev deleted parts list is shown in table IX.
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Table IX. Prototev deleted parts list (partial list shown)
Rear seat
Power door locks
Using the deleted parts list and the direct assembly substitutions, the next step is to
prepare the deleted assembly operations list (4B). This list identifies which assembly
stations in the volume plant have some idle time due to deleted high volume car
components not used on the Prototev. This list does not include assembly operations
occupied by direct assembly substitutions for the Prototev. Therefore, engine
installation is not shown on the list, but gas tank installation is shown. The reason for
not compiling the deleted operations list until after direct substitutions have been
identified is to reduce the size of the list. Preparing the list is a tedious job that
requires going through every assembly task in the volume plant. The computer
printout describing assembly operations for the t/c/f area of one volume plant measures
9" thick. It is not enough to look at each assembly operator and state that he or she is
idle or busy. Most assembly operators have more than one task. They may be half
idle and half busy due to deleted high volume car components. Along with identifying
deleted assembly operations, the state of the vehicle and the capabilities of the idle
assembly station must be identified. Table X shows a partial listing of the data
generated for steps 4B and 5C for the Prototev. Approximately 50 main line assembly
stations had all or some of their assembly operations deleted due to gas-powered high
volume car components not used on Prototev. The persons best able to prepare this list
are the methods engineers working at the volume plant. They are intimately familiar
with the high volume car assembly process and have all the tools and information
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Engine
fuel system
exhaust system
Rear speakers
EATX (Electronic Automatic Transaxle controller)
required to determine which operations will have idle time available for Prototev
assembly.
Table X. Deleted high volume car assembly operations (partial list shown)
Station Oper Omitted Task Available Vehicle Condition Time
No. No. Tools Available
Sill Doors Hood Lift (seconds)
_ height = gate (cd
1961 10 install rtrr spkr 5/8 wrench 18" closed open open 40
1961 20 install it rr spkr 5/8 wrench 18" closed open open 40
2002 10 punch headliner punch 8" NA NA NA 15
cutouts press,
hammer
2053 30 install EATX Air gun 18" open open open 10
2067 21 battery tray brkt air 44" closed open closed 48
2077 11 install fuel lines air gun 60" closed open closed 48
2077 12 install fuel lines air gun 60" closed open closed 48
2082 21 install heat shld air 60" closed open closed 10
2090 12 install fuel tank hammer, 72" closed open closed 48
assist arm
2090 22 secure fuel tank air tool 72" closed open closed 48
2134 10 install muffler air tool 78" closed open closed 38
While the available idle assembly stations and their capabilities are being defined, steps
5A and 5B should be done. In step 5A the assembly sequence constraints are defined
and illustrated. This can best be done with a diagram.
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Figure 14. The Precedence diagram shows which components must be installed
before other components.
Figure 14 shows the assembly sequence constraints for the unique components of the
Prototev. Unique Prototev and high volume high volume car components are shown in
the diagram because some high volume parts can only be installed before or after
certain unique components. For example, some of the brake lines under the body are
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standard high volume components, but they must be installed before the unique battery
packs. Facility constraints can also be shown. The battery packs are too heavy, and
cannot be installed until after the vehicle leaves the overhead carrier. On the assembly
sequence diagram, "leaving overhead carriers" is shown as an operation at station 2270
that must precede the operation of installing battery packs. The unique operations list
(5B, see table XI below) is analogous to the idle operations list of 5C. The unique
operations list shows which unique parts are installed where on the vehicle and what
tools are needed. It will be compared to the idle operations list to identify where in
t/c/f unique components should be installed.
Table XI. Prototev unique operations list (partial list shown)
Operation Location on Vehicle Tools Required Time Required
(estimated in seconds)
Install battery pack under body lift and wrenches 120-6009
install center console passenger compartment screw driver 60
install APCU brkt under hood wrench 25
install APCU under hood wrench 40
Connect AC contr wire under hood manual 30
Connect PS contr wire under hood manual 30
Connect motor harness under hood manual 120
4.2.4 Define the Prototev assembly Process
Finally in step 6, the Prototev assembly process in the volume plant is defined. The
first step is to add two columns labeled "station" and "operator" to the list from 5B
(table XI). As each unique assembly operation is assigned to an available idle station,
record it as follows:
9Many assumptions must be made about how the Prototev design would be modified if it were actually
built in the volume plant. The principal change would be to the battery pack, and different assumptions
would lead to very different time estimates for installation.
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1. Fill in the station and operator columns on the unique operations list.
2. Put the station number by that component on the precedence diagram
to indicate where in the assembly process it will be installed.
3. Line out that idle station on the idle assembly station list.
Since step 6 is the culmination of the entire effort, it requires a little discussion. The
objective when inserting new operations into the volume plant t/c/f area is to minimize
complexity and minimize the information processing required of the assembly line
worker. On the first pass at assigning all unique assembly operations, do not consider
moving any of the high volume car assembly operations to a new station. If necessary,
that can be considered later. If the niche vehicle would ever become a large enough
percent of the volume mix at the volume plant, the manpower assignments would be
adjusted and operations would be moved to improve labor efficiency. This is standard
practice for the Acme methods engineers.
The goal of step 6 is to assign every new assembly operation to some station in the
volume plant, not to fill every vacancy in t/c/f. Therefore, go through the added
assembly operations one-by-one. Do not go through the idle assembly stations one-by-
one.
Figure 15 outlines the algorithm used to insert the Prototev unique assembly operations
into the available stations in the t/c/f area of the volume plant.
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Figure 15. Unique Assembly Operation Insertion Algorithm
Over the course of inserting the unique Prototev assembly operations into the volume
plant (step 6), some modifications to the volume plant were required. These are in
addition to the body shop modifications already discussed. Not all of the unique
Prototev components could be installed in the available idle assembly stations. Also,
the battery packs could not be installed with existing volume plant equipment because
they were too heavy. The schematic of figure 16 shows how the volume plant would
be modified.
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CONSTRAINTS
Insert unique assembly operations to meet hard constraints.
1) Sequence constraints
2) Equipment constraints and ergonomic constraints
3) Vehicle position constraints: A part can't be installed
on the underbody if the vehicle is only 6" off the floor.
4) Allowable cycle time constraints: An operator can't
do more than 48 seconds of work per station if 48
seconds is the volume plant cycle time.
PRIORITIES
Insert unique assembly operations according to the following priorities.
First: Assign the unique part installation to a station that already
needs to look at the broadcast sheet.
Second: Assign the unique part installation to a station that normally
installs a deleted high volume part in the same location on
the vehicle.
Third: Minimize idle labor.
Fourth: Avoid the need for additional common tools.
Unique Prototev Parts Buffer
After Assembly,
Prototevs drive off _
with High Volume cars
Prototev towed
to an assembly station
with a lift
High Volume
Car
High Volume cars are
driven away
Prototev
Lift
Station
Battery Pack
Sub-Assembly
and lift on rollers
L- j _-
High Volume Prototev
Car
Main Assembly Line
Figure 16. The Prototev could be assembled in the volume plant using
"in-plant conversion" at rates of up to 10,000 annually per station.
At the end of the main assembly line where the high volume car engine is started for
the first time, the Prototev would be towed off the end of the line to a nearby lift using
a manually operated tow dolly. While the Prototev rests idle on the lift, the battery
packs would be installed, and a few remaining Prototev unique components would be
installed. The now fully functional Prototev would be lowered off the lift, and driven
through final verification and validation along with the high volume cars. Assuming
approximately 25 to 30 minutes cycle time, the capacity of each lift station would be
about 10,000 units per year with 2 shifts working 6 days per week.
4.2.5 The Prototev Economic Evaluation
The cost of assembling Prototev in the volume plant was not estimated. Accurately
estimating the cost of modifying the volume plant would have taken a great deal of
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effort and time on the part of Acme engineers, and this was not justified for this
hypothetical exercise. However, it was clear that a lack of white space at the existing
volume plant would make Prototev modifications more costly. This was especially true
in the body shop where putting in a parallel line to weld on Prototev brackets would
require significant rework. Please see Appendix B for a detailed discussion of the
economic evaluation phase for a niche vehicle.
4.3 Section wrap-up
This section has presented the method developed to define the assembly process for
building a niche vehicle in a volume plant. The method is presented in detail through a
case study applying it to the Acme Prototev. While the method is specific to one
industry, the general form and some of the specific tools are applicable to other
industries with the need to manufacture low volume niche products in high volume
plants.
The next section of the thesis draws some conclusions based on the research effort and
makes recommendations for areas of further research that may be useful.
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SECTION 5.0 Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
The specific goal of the research project was to determine how Acme should build their
Prodev electric vehicle in a high volume plant. This goal was achieved by developing
a procedure for Acme to follow to design a niche vehicle for minimum assembly
complexity and define its assembly process in a volume plant. This procedure is
summarized in Table V and the flowchart of figure 6. This section will summarize the
thesis, draw some conclusions based on the research effort, and close with some
recommendations.
5.1 Thesis summary
Many firms today need to supply a greater variety of products in lower volumes. This
is due to changing consumer tastes that fragment the market, supplying multiple
markets, and increasing levels of government regulation. Once the demand for a new
niche product is perceived, the firm faces a series of strategic decisions about whether
and how to respond.
When faced with a government mandated need to supply low volumes of electric
vehicles (Zero Emission Vehicles), Acme made the strategic decision to build an
electric-powered derivative (Prodev) of a popular high volume gas-powered vehicle at a
high volume assembly plant. Once the strategic choice is made, the firm faces the
tactical challenges of implementing the strategy. Acme's chosen strategy required
Prodev to be Designed For Assembly to make it easier to build in the volume plant.
The goal was to make Prodev assembly transparent to the volume plant. That is, all
Prodev parts would install in the same way using the same tools as high volume car
parts. This is the ideal goal, but like zero defects, it realistically won't be reached.
Based on the experience with Prototev, the prototype electric vehicle, some
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modifications to the volume plant will probably need to be made. The first step in
implementing the strategy was an extensive research phase. The goal was to
thoroughly understand:
1. Volume plants and how they currently handle complexity in options and model
mix
2. Current methods of niche vehicle assembly
3. Acme's current method of developing the high volume car assembly procedure
4. The Prodev and Prototev electric vehicles.
The final result of the research effort was a step-by-step process, a method, for Acme
to follow to; 1) design a derivative niche vehicle for minimum volume plant
complexity, and 2) define its assembly process in the volume plant. This method was
developed by applying it to the Prototev and refining the process based on this
experience.
5.2 Conclusions
This research project focused on implementing a strategy of building a low volume
niche vehicle in a volume plant. The ability to do this could be a big strategic
advantage for a firm facing market demands for increasing variety in their product line.
Once a firm has developed flexible manufacturing plants and/or the ability to design
and build low volume vehicles in their plants, this ability will more easily allow the
firm to respond the next time they face niche demand.
The following sections present some of the important conclusions drawn from this
research project.
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5.2.1 Importance of the strategic decision phase
The importance of the strategic decision phase, which is discussed in section 2 and
summarized in figure 3, cannot be over emphasized. All firms must make these
decisions, and it is important that the choices be very explicit. This helps assure that
all options have been considered. The very first question, "Is product demand
perceived?", implies another question the firm should ask. What is the firm doing to
look out for such demand? Are they surveying customers? Are they watching the
competition closely? Have they developed a close relationship with lead users? These
are customers whose needs tend to be ahead of the majority of customers. They may
be the first ones who will have the need for a new product or feature. This is
important. If these lead users are also opinion leaders, the niche demand may grow to
become mainstream demand. The next question is also critical, "Should the firm
respond to the perceived niche demand?" Choosing not to respond could lead to lost
market share. If the firm has learned to be more flexible in supplying variety, and can
design easy-to-build niche products that can be built in flexible high volume plants,
then it is easier to respond "yes" to this question.
Scenario analysis can help the firm make better strategic choices. By defining different
scenarios that probably bound all likely future outcomes and seeing how different
strategies work under those scenarios, a firm can choose robust strategies that will
succeed under many different future states.
5.2.2 Volume plants already have many tools to handle complexity
This is an area where the research didn't really add anything new to the arsenal of tools
available to the auto industry, but it did compile a useful list of such tools for handling
complexity in volume plants. Volume plants already handle a great deal of complexity.
Some volume plants build multiple car models, and even plants that only build one
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model must handle several different options, features, and colors. The theoretical
number of different combinations a volume plant could build can easily exceed the
billions. It's not unusual for a plant to build thousands of different build codes'0 every
year, some in volumes of less than five. The list below shows some of the tools
currently used by plants to handle existing complexity or added complexity when a
model is added to the mix at a plant.
1. White space. White space is empty, available floor space. White space provides
room for additional equipment, plant modifications, more assembly stations, and
more new parts, if and when new models are added to the mix or significant design
changes are made to the existing model. The problem is, white space costs
capacity, and many volume plants are already struggling to expand output. Look at
an extreme case for an example of how white space costs capacity. Assume a
volume plant has enough room for 1200 assembly stations on the main assembly
line. To be very flexible in allowing future changes, only 600 stations are used.
The remaining 600 are left vacant for future tooling, options, operations, etc. If
the total labor content required to assemble the car is 1200 minutes, the line speed
will be 30 per hour for 2 minutes per station for 1200 minutes of total labor. If all
1200 stations were used, the plant could build 60 cars per hour, but it would be
difficult to make changes or additions to the assembly line. In this extreme
example, leaving lots of white space cuts plant capacity in half. In spite of this lost
capacity, Acme recognizes the benefit of white space. When Acme reconfigures a
plant for a new model, they leave vacant stations spaced throughout the assembly
line for future modifications.
2. Broadcast sheets. All plants use some specification sheet, usually more than one
attached to the car, to tell the operators what options, components, and features go
on that particular car. Most are in a matrix form. An assembly station operator
knows which cell to look at to see which part number to install. One Acme volume
plant expert said his plant saw an improvement in quality when they switched from
1 MThe vehicle build code describes what package of options and features were included on that vehicle.
Different colors do not create different build codes. A volume plant may build thousands of different
build codes each year. Each particular build code may be built in volumes from 1 to thousands annually.
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part numbers to a language broadcast sheet. Words instead of numbers were in
each cell on the broadcast sheet.
3. Sequential parts delivery. Many parts are delivered to the main assembly line,
one at a time, in the order required. This allows the assembly mechanic to worry
only about installing the part correctly without the need to check the broadcast sheet
and go and retrieve the proper part. It enhances flexibility by reducing the amount
of information the assembler must process, and it reduces congestion of parts at the
assembly station. Parts may be delivered to the receiving dock packed in the truck
in assembly sequence order so that they can be sent directly to the line. There may
be a pick-and-pack area where a material person will remove parts from shipping
containers and sequence them on a conveyor in the proper order to be delivered to
the line. The pick-and-pack person will read a computer screen or printout to tell
what part is needed next. Some subassemblies, such as the instrument panel, are
assembled on a subassembly line in the order required and then conveyed to the
main assembly line. When one of Acme's volume plants added a model to the mix
built at the plant, some of the assembly stations had to go to sequential parts
delivery. With the additional model, there wasn't enough room for all of the inner
door panels at the assembly station. Now inner door panels are stored away from
the main line and conveyed in sequence to the main line.
4. Kitting parts. This has benefits similar to sequential parts delivery. It reduces the
amount of parts at the assembly station and thus allows more variety. One volume
plant that builds three different body models in its body shop was running out of
room. They now kit all of the details needed for one sub-assembly station into one
bin. Now room for only one bin is needed where before room for four or five bins
per station was necessary. This has allowed the volume plant to build all three
models.
5.2.3. Don't further subdivide the niche vehicle into lower volumes
The analysis presented in appendix C is not conclusive. However, there is some data at
Acme that suggests that when volume plants build very low volumes of a particular
option or feature, they have more quality problems. This suggests that building
infrequently is a problem. One veteran Acme plant worker explained that a volume
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plant may go for weeks without installing a certain option or feature. When the
operator is next required to install that option, the parts may be missing, tools may be
misplaced, or the operator may have forgotten how to install it. The data suggests that
building in higher volumes might correlate with lower warranty costs. See figure C5
and review appendix C carefully. One conclusion that can be drawn is that the low
volume niche vehicle can be much better handled by the plant if it is only built in a few
basic configurations. If the already low volume Prodev is built in many different
configurations, each configuration will have very low build volumes which can make it
more difficult for the volume plant to build.
5.2.4 The components diagram provides an early prototype for product
development
The components diagram shown in figures 9 through 12 can be used as one of the
earliest prototypes in the product development process. It is best used as a Design For
Assembly tool, and it is most applicable to products that start with a body or frame or
housing to which other components are attached. It can be generated very early
because there's no need to know what each component looks like. It provides a simple
two dimensional graphic representation of the product that the whole design team can
use to share ideas and communicate. The connecting arrows show assembly
relationships, whether it be a structural attachment, a hose or tube connection, or an
electrical connection. When developing and using the components diagram, it would
be perfectly appropriate to show a component "floating in space" unattached to
anything. This clearly tells the entire design team that there's a needed component that
still needs to be attached somehow to the main assembly. This diagram can be used as
a tool to facilitate easy and early communication between design and manufacturing.
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In the case of the Prodev unique components diagram, a quick glance tells anyone how
many unique Prodev components require attachment to the body by counting the
number of arrows touching the body ellipse. Each of these direct-to-body attachments
must be examined to see if existing high volume car body features can be used.
Perhaps components can be designed, NOT REDESIGNED, to use such features. If
not, any drilling or welding will need to be done in the body shop, and this will be
identified early on as an assembly plant issue. As the attachments are defined, the
number and type of fasteners and even torque values can be shown along the arrows
(see figure 9). This will better define for the methods engineers the total amount of
assembly labor time required to attach Prodev unique components.
When discussing uses of the components diagram with Acme engineers, many good
suggestions were made. Some engineers suggested modifying the arrows somehow to
show assembly sequence (precedence) constraints once the components were defined.
This would make it easier to tell which parts could be grouped into subassemblies. One
engineer suggested using several layers or copies of the diagram, each showing
different information. The top copy would show attachment information such as
number and size of fasteners and torque values. The next copy might show any
assembly tools required on each arrow. The third copy could show the number of the
assembly station and the installation time required and the number of workers required
for installation. This could be done manually with multiple copies stacked in tablet
form or with different layers on a CAD system. One engineer from the half-shaft
design group wanted to use the diagram to show assembly of a half-shaft. This
suggestion led to the idea of putting the total vehicle component diagram in a computer
using software that would allow the user to click on a subassembly ellipse and pull up
that subassembly's components diagram.
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The components diagram as shown in this thesis is in a basic form that suited the needs
of the research project. Whether used as shown, or modified and enhanced, it could be
used as a simple powerful tool in the early product development stages. It provides
early two dimensional graphic representation of the product which raises assembly
issues and facilitates communication between design and manufacturing.
5.2.5 Consider the benefit of flexibility and the cost of complexity
Acme's chosen strategy of building the low volume Prodev in the volume plant will
increase the level of complexity in the volume plant. This will lead to several costs,
not all of which are obvious or easy to quantify. The ability to design Prodev for easy
assembly and any plant modifications that facilitate Prodev's assembly in the volume
plant will increase Acme's flexibility. This can be a strategic advantage as stated
above. There is also some value in having mix flexibility in the volume plant. Like
the costs of complexity, the value of this flexibility is not easy to quantify. To the best
of a firms ability, these should be quantified. Appendix B addresses this issue more
fully. If these costs and benefits cannot be quantified, they should at least be weighed
qualitatively when making the strategic and tactical decisions about responding to niche
demand.
5.2.6 Techniques considered but rejected (batching)
When researching the problem of building the Prodev in the volume plant, several ideas
were considered. For the sake of capturing the learning, one of those that was
considered but rejected, building the Prodevs in batches, will be briefly discussed in
this section.
One of the problems with installing unique Prodev equipment on the main assembly
line is idle labor. Prodev will be a low percentage of the build mix. If workers are
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assigned to install unique Prodev parts, but have no corresponding high volume car
parts to install, they'll be idle most of the time. One way around this problem would
be to build Prodevs in batches. For example, all Prodevs could be built on the last
shift of the month, and extra workers could be assigned for only that shift to handle the
extra Prodev assembly work.
There are a few problems with this proposal. First, the union contract at this volume
plant says that labor assignments must be made for at least one week. Even if this rule
didn't exist, the plant management should seriously consider whether treating the
Prodev assembly workforce as a variable resource leads to building high quality
Prodevs. To staff extra workers for just one shift, the plant could ask workers from the
other shift to work overtime, but that would require some people to work 16 hours
straight through.
Second, the number of vehicles in process in the trim/chassis/final area represents
about 3/4 of a shift of production. If extra Prodev work is spread out along the length
of the assembly line, the extra workers must be available from the time the beginning
of the batch hits the first Prodev operation until the end of the batch leaves the last
Prodev operation. This would be longer than one shift. If the body shop is included,
and this is where batching would be most beneficial for bracket welding, the work in
process is even greater.
Third, even if the extra workers could be assigned to work on Prodevs in batches, in
the body shop there would be no room for the extra welding operations.
Fourth, if the Prodevs were run in a continuous batch, that is with no high volume cars
mixed in, it would be necessary to install the battery pack on Prodevs at a rate of 75
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per hour. It currently takes the volume plant about 5 stations to install the engine and
transaxle (the lift fixture moves along with the vehicle for 5 stations). Assuming it will
take at least as long to install the much heavier battery pack, the volume plant would
need more than 5 battery lifts. That's a lot of capital equipment for a low volume
vehicle. If the batches were discontinuous (maybe 1 Prodev out of every 10 vehicles),
then there's no longer any advantage to batching. The volume plant could handle 1
Prodev in every 40 vehicles all month long using a station as shown in figure 16.
5.3 Recommendations
Any recommendations for improving flexibility, making good strategic decisions, or
applying the components diagram are contained in the conclusion section above. This
section recommends areas where further research would be helpful.
More research into how other industries besides autos handle complexity in the product
mix might be very useful. This research effort mostly considered only auto assembly
plants. One example did surface of an appliance company in Michigan that builds only
the baseline model on the main assembly line. The lower volume premium models are
finished off the main line at fixed flexible stations. This is very similar to the Prototev
battery installation station. A similar assembly process is used by a major
manufacturer of large diesel engines. Only the base configuration is built on the main
assembly line. Niche configurations are modified within the plant, but after the main
line.
An area rich with research opportunities is the relationship between complexity,
quality, and cost. Acme has looked at this problem for years. Other LFM theses have
considered this problem. Other car companies have looked at this problem.
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'Using warranty costs as the dependent variable to measure costs and quality, several
factors were suggested by experts as possible independent variables that affect warranty
costs. These are listed below:
* Number of models built at the assembly plant that built the car
* Number of APEI' sI at the assembly plant that built the car
* Number of cars built that year at the same assembly plant with the same build code
* Total number of build codes built at the plant that year
* Type of car the owner traded in
* Number of years that plant has been building that car
* Age of the buyer at the time of purchase
* Income of the buyer at the time of purchase
* Year that the car was designed
* Age of the plant (assembly line, body shop and paint shop, not the building)
* Sales zone the car was sold in
These represent buyer factors, vehicle design factors, and plant complexity factors that
may affect warranty costs. Any research into the complexity/quality/cost relationship
should also include careful consideration of whether warranty costs data is the best
measure of quality and costs. Appendix B.2.2 says more about this.
Lastly, more research into the relationship between low build volumes and warranty
costs might be useful.
lAssembly Plant End Items. Each separate part number delivered to the plant is an APEI.
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Appendix A. The high volume auto assembly plant
A.1 The volume plant
This appendix provides the reader who is not familiar with volume plants a quick
description of the general layout and function of the typical volume plant. It
specifically discusses the ways in which today's volume plants are already flexible and
able to handle product mix complexity.
The volume plant consists of three main sections; the body shop, also referred to as
body-in-white, the paint shop, and the general assembly area referred to as
Trim/Chassis/Final. Figure Al shows the layout of a typical volume plant. The
vehicle originates in the body shop where individual pieces of sheet metal are joined to
build the car body. The car body moves to the paint shop where it is cleaned, coated,
primed, prepared for paint, painted with color and clear coat, and then baked in an
oven. The painted body then moves through the assembly line where one piece at a
time, the entire vehicle is built up. The following sections of this appendix will
describe each section of the volume plant and its flexibility.
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Volume plant
Finished
Autos
Figure Al. This schematic shows the layout and
flow of a typical high volume auto
assembly plant.
A.2 The body shop: body-in-white
Body-in-white is a misnomer. It refers to the finished product for this part of the
volume plant, a car body ready for painting. More accurately, it's the body-in-dull-
gray due to the color of unpainted sheet steel.
A.2.1 Body shop layout
Figure A2 shows the layout of the body shop. The inputs to the body shop are:
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body-in-white PAINT SHOP
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
TRIM/CHASSIS/FINAL
I
I. Individual sheet metal stampings
2. Sheet metal subassemblies that have already been welded
together at the stamping plant
.3. Fasteners - Nuts and Bolts
- Christmas tree fasteners (Plastic finned pins)
4. Sealants and Adhesives
STAMPNGS/
INUPTS SUB-ASSY'S
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Figure A2. Typical Body-In-White (body shop) area for a Volume Plant.
The vehicle body originates in several places. Several subassembly lines or work cells
begin working on different parts of the same vehicle at the same time. Three of these
subassemblies join together to form the engine box, which is welded to the floorpan to
form the underbody. The underbody and the two sides of the vehicle are loosely joined
together (including roof spars) at toy-tab. Toy-tab gets its name from the metal toy
cars and trucks that are joined together by inserting a tab on one piece of metal through
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a slot in another piece of metal and folding the tab over. This toy-tab technique
combined with plastic pins through holes is used to loosely join the major structural
subassemblies of the vehicle prior to framing. In the framing station, fixtures precisely
locate the subassemblies while automated welders rigidly join all the subassemblies to
form the vehicle body structure. After framing, robotic welders add additional welds
for strength, durability, and structural integrity. After the framing line and robotic
welding, most of the rest of the body shop is all manual with no automation. The
vehicle identification number is applied and the roof is installed. The roof would have
been in the way of the welding robots. Structural welds are added manually. The
hood, fenders, doors, and decklid or liftgate are bolted on manually. The completed
body is inspected before it leaves for the paint shop.
A.2.2 Body shop flexibility
The body shop in most volume plants is highly automated and not very flexible. On
the subassembly lines, operators manually load sheet metal stampings onto fixtures.
When all operators on the line have loaded their part and pressed the palm buttons, the
machines clamp the parts in place on the fixtures, weld the parts together, retract the
weld guns and unclamp the assembly, and transfer all the assemblies downstream one
station. At the end of the transfer line, the completed subassembly is removed by a
robot and loaded onto a conveyor for transport to the next area. On some stampings,
sealants or adhesives may be applied manually or automatically. The fixtures and
clamps on most subassembly lines are fixed automation. Most welding is done by fixed
automated weld guns with the rest done by robot welders. After the subassembly lines,
most operations are either robotic or manual which provides more flexibility.
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The lack of flexibility in the body shop subassembly lines creates problems for niche
vehicles. Various unique components will require special brackets or attachment
features on the body. These cannot be easily added to the high volume car body.
Despite the rigid automation, the body shops are more flexible if subassemblies are
sequenced. Currently, some volume plant body shops control which subassemblies will
combine to form a vehicle body. If parts are sequenced, special niche vehicle sheet
metal subassemblies could be joined together to form a unique niche vehicle body
which includes additional brackets for mounting unique niche vehicle components.
A.3 The volume plant paint shop
FROM I I I I I I--
BODY SHOP
PAINT PREP
DAIKIT D^rfTU k/ 4
PAINT BOOTH NO
ETC...
TO YES
T/CIF G
NO K
Figure A3. A typical paint shop in a Volume Plant.
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A.3.1 Paint shop layout
Figure A3 shows the layout of a typical paint shop. After the body leaves the body
shop, it is rinsed and cleaned. It then goes through a series of dip tanks to apply rust
preventative (phosphate) and primer or e-coat (electrostaticly applied coating). After e-
coat, the body is prepared for painting. Sealant is applied to many joints, and any dirt
or defects in the e-coat are sanded smooth. In the paint booth, most paint and clear
coat is applied roboticly, some is applied by fixed and reciprocating spray nozzles, and
very little is applied manually. After the paint booth, the vehicle goes through the oven
which cures the paint, clear coat, adhesives, sealants, and expanders 12. In inspection,
good paint jobs are sent on to Trim/Chassis/Final and paint jobs needing repair are
routed through the repair booth and repair oven.
A.3.2 Paint shop flexibility
The paint shop is highly flexible with almost no rigid automation. Some volume plant
paint booths even have the ability to change from one color to another from job-to-job
at line speed. The Prodev won't need this flexibility. Since it gets the same paint job
as the high volume car, it creates no complexity for the paint shop. However, this
flexibility is very important for volume plants that build more than one model. The
paint shop is one of the most expensive parts of the plant due to expensive equipment
required to meet strict environmental regulations. Economies of scale are very
important, and companies want to build only one paint shop per volume plant which
can be fully utilized to paint any mix of models.
12Expanders are used in some of the subassemblies in the body shop. An expander is placed in a gap
between two pieces of metal. In the paint oven it will expand to fill the gap and reduce wind noise or
vibration.
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A.4 General Assembly, Trim/Chassis/Final (T/C/F)
A.4.1 T/C/F layout
The painted body enters trim/chassis/final (t/c/f) and moves down the main assembly
line as components are added to build a complete vehicle. Several subassembly lines
are used to build-up subassemblies in the plant for installation on the vehicle on the
main assembly line.
INSTRUMENT
PANEL
SUBASSEBLY
ASS.EMBLY
1 1
REAR FRONT
SPRING STRUT
SUBASSEMLY SUBASSEMBLY
SEAT
SUBASS=MLY
UNE
CARPET E ENCE
IICK AND PACK i WHEELS
Figure A4. Shown here as a straight line, almost all assembly lines snake
back and forth through the plant. Many small subassembly
lines feed parts to the main line.
Figure A4 shows the main assembly line as a straight horizontal line with the various
subassembly and pick and pack lines perpendicular to it. In reality, most assembly
lines snake back and forth through the plant creating several aisles. Pick and pack
areas are used to sequence large components onto conveyors away from the main line.
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All subassembly lines and pick and pack areas are sequenced with the main assembly
line so that the correct carpet, wiring, cooling module, etc. shows up at the main line
for the right vehicle. The subassembly and pick and pack areas shown in figure A4 are
representative, but not all volume plants would have these exact same feeder lines.
These subassembly lines and pick and pack areas provide the following benefits:
1. Reduce total work content on the main assembly line.
2. Save space at the main assembly line stations.
3. Reduce complexity and confusion on the main assembly line.
The same benefits are also realized by purchasing a subassembly from a vendor. The
typical reason for not purchasing all of these subassemblies is shipping costs. Since the
details can be packed more densely than the assemblies, less "air" and more product
will be shipped per truckload or trainload. Thus shipping costs are less when details
are shipped and subassemblies are built in the plant.
A.4.2 T/C/F Flexibility
The trim/chassis/final area is very flexible. Most of the operations are manual. Some
operations are automated such as windshield installation, some engine installation, and
some wheel alignment. Some of the manual operations where heavy components are
installed require special equipment which is not highly flexible. Ergo-arms (from
ergonomics) are used to lift heavy objects and avoid worker injury. Most ergo-arms
have ends and adapters designed specifically for the object being lifted. For instance,
the ergo-arm for the gas tank will not grip and lift a battery.
One limit to flexibility in T/C/F is available space. The introduction of a low volume
niche vehicle would require some new parts to be stored at various stations on the main
assembly line. Many stations don't have room for more part numbers. When one high
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volume plant recently added a third vehicle to the build mix, they added several more
pick and pack areas to reduce congestion at the main assembly line stations.
T/C/F has designed-in flexibility to handle options on vehicles. Each vehicle, as it
moves through the main assembly line, has a broadcast sheet attached to the body.
'This broadcast sheet has all the information required to know which options are to be
installed on the vehicle. At the subassembly lines and pick and pack areas, computer
printouts or computer screens tell the operators which part is to be installed or placed
on the conveyor.
A.5 Material handling and parts presentation.
This subject has been discussed indirectly in the above sections, but it deserves a
thorough discussion of its own.
How material is handled in a plant can be one of the biggest factors in determining the
volume plant's flexibility. Conversely, the cost of material handling is one of the costs
'that can be most adversely affected by increasing complexity through increasing the
number of different parts handled by the plant.
First, let's look briefly at material flow in the volume plant. Figure A5 repeats the
schematic of figure Al, but also shows incoming material. Parts arrive at the volume
plant by truck or rail from suppliers. A typical volume plant can easily receive 1800
US Tons of material per day. This material arrives at one of several docks where it
must be unloaded and delivered to the place in the plant where it is needed for vehicle
assembly.
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Figure A5. Material flow in a typical Volume Plant.
The plant's goal is to minimize material handling. Handling a part adds no value to it
and is therefore an activity that should be minimized. In many cases, the suppliers
package parts so they can be taken directly to the assembly line. For example, the
stamping plant will pack fenders on special racks that are taken directly to the line.
The fenders are never touched by a material handler at the volume plant. They were
last touched at the stamping plant and next touched by the volume plant operator about
to install the fender on the vehicle. The empty racks are then returned to the stamping
plant for refill. Some parts are delivered to the volume plant in proper sequence, right
down to the color. This also minimizes handling.
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Most material is moved through the plant on skids via fork lift, although it may also be
moved by handcart, AGV (automatic guided vehicle), bicycle, or even by conveyor
directly from the unloading dock.
While most volume plants are moving towards JIT (Just In Time) parts shipments,
no volume plant receives one windshield, one steering wheel, and one front right
fender every 45 seconds. All plants have some buffer stock on hand. How this buffer
stock is handled affects flexibility. An assembly station only has a finite amount of
space, and an assembler can only walk a finite distance to retrieve a part within the
cycle time. This walking is simply further non-value-added material handling, and
should be minimized. If the volume plant's entire buffer of parts is kept at the
assembly station, there may be no more room for additional part numbers required for
the niche vehicle. This would limit the volume plant's ability to build the niche
vehicle. As mentioned earlier, pick and pack or sequential parts delivery reduces
congestion at the assembly station on the main line. This is most useful for larger
parts. The buffer of stock is stored away from the main line assembly station and the
parts are transferred by conveyor one-at-a-time, in sequence, to the main line assembly
station. Notice that this adds a material handling operation. Now someone must
remove the part from its shipping pack, bin, or rack and place it on a conveyor.
However, this saves labor at the main line assembly station.
Some volume plants use a marshaling area where most of the in-plant buffer is stored.
From here, smaller amounts of stock are delivered more frequently to the assembly
station, thus reducing the total amount of stock at the station.
One volume plant that is pressed for room in the body-in-white subassembly area is
receiving kits of parts from the stamping plant. One shipping bin may contain 50 parts
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each of five different details, all used at the same subassembly station. Now room for
only one bin is needed instead of room for five.
Material handling is one of the best examples of how plant management procedures can
affect volume plant flexibility.
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Appendix B. The cost of complexity and the benefit of flexibility
This appendix will discuss some of the costs associated with increasing the complexity
of the high volume plant. Increasing complexity here means increasing the number of
different products the volume plant handles and the number of processes the volume
plant performs. These costs include the obvious costs for new equipment and plant
modifications and some not-so-obvious costs such as possible poorer overall quality.
This appendix also looks at some of the benefits of a flexible volume plant. Here,
flexibility at a volume plant is defined as the volume plant's ability to handle more
products or processes. These benefits can help offset and justify some of the costs
associated with making a volume plant more flexible.
B.1 Financial analysis
When modifying a volume plant to build a niche vehicle, the fixed costs for tooling,
plant, and equipment are fairly easily determined. These fixed costs would routinely
be used in some sort of economic evaluation. This may be a payback analysis, a Net
Present Value analysis, or a break even analysis. The traditional break even analysis
plots revenues against total costs to show at what volume level the firm "breaks even"
or begins to make a profit. As used here (figure 8), the break even analysis shows at
what production volume one method of niche vehicle assembly becomes more cost
effective than another.
Traditional cost analysis tends to overlook some important costs and benefits associated
with producing a niche vehicle in a volume plant. Does the added complexity created
by the presence of the niche vehicle create quality problems for all products built in the
plant? Will the niche vehicle require as much engineering support as the high volume
car even though its production volumes are much lower? If so, a fixed cost in
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additional engineering support should be included. Are there opportunity costs if the
niche vehicle displaces high volume car production? There may be benefits to
flexibility. Does the ability to build the niche vehicle allow the volume plant to sell
more vehicles? Does the ability to build one niche vehicle today make it easier to build
a second niche vehicle in the volume plant next year? Can all of these costs and
benefits be quantified? The next two sections examine these issues.
B.2 Cost of complexity
B.2.1 Firm level
Increasing the variety of products produced by the firm leads to higher costs in many
firm level activities. Figure B shows some of the costs that go up for the firm when a
wider variety of products is produced.
Product Complexity
· # of Models
* # of Options
* # of Part Numbers
I
I Process Comlexitv II ., J
* Cross Loading Products
* Robotics vs. Manual Process
* On-line vs. Off-line Process
* Unique Equipment Requirements
Cost of Complexity
Value Chain Perspective:
* Suppliers
* Manufacturing Component Plants
* Assembly Plant
* Engineering: ER&D
* Warranty
* Service Parts
* Sales & Marketing
Figure BI. Product and Process complexity can lead to many costs for the firm.
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Increasing the variety of products a plant produces, and thus the level of complexity for
the plant, can lead to reduced revenue if the higher complexity leads to increased down
time. While not affecting total firm costs directly, this obviously leads to higher per
unit costs.
Acme has done much work in the past few years to introduce Activity Based Costing
(ABC) to better understand cost drivers. The goal of ABC is to drive all overhead
costs down to specific activities to see what drives costs. One of the primary
conclusions of this work is that lower volume models and options have much higher
costs than shown by the traditional cost allocation methods. Of course, ABC only
looks at one side of the equation. ABC accurately tells Acme what the true costs of
complexity are. It does not identify the added benefit of offering more variety. This
gets back to the dilemma in figure 2.
B.2.2 The plant level
There are many costs associated with adding a niche vehicle to the product mix in a
volume plant. Figure B2 shows many of the plant level factors affected by adding the
Prodev electric vehicle production to the volume plant.
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Figure B2. Several Factors add to the cost of complexity when building a Niche
Vehicle in a Volume Plant.
Some of these costs (such as new facilities, new equipment, and training) would be
captured in normal cost analyses. Many of the other costs shown are not normally
considered. More part numbers for the volume plant can lead to more suppliers and
increased material handling. ABC indicates that some costs are driven by the number
of suppliers or the number of part numbers handled by the plant. Adding niche
vehicles to the production line will also hinder the plant's ability to balance labor
assignments for all models. This will lead to increased idle labor and higher labor costs
per unit for all cars built at the plant.
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The most difficult cost to quantify is the possible increase in quality problems at the
plant. Many seasoned assembly plant workers and managers hypothesize that
increasing the complexity of the model and option mix at the plant hurts quality. Some
years ago (in the mid 80's), Acme had done some regression analysis that showed a
correlation between higher APEI'3 and higher warranty costs. In order to see if recent
data showed any historical relationship between warranty costs and assembly plant
complexity, a multiple linear regression analysis was proposed. Several experts were
polled to assemble a list of factors that might drive warranty costs. This included
measures of assembly plant complexity. The goal was to look at a random sampling of
vehicles representing all of Acme's assembly plants to see if volume plant complexity
had a significant effect on warranty costs. Unfortunately, much of the data needed was
either not available at all or not readily available.
There was also some concern from the experts whether warranty costs were a good
measure of assembly plant quality. A plant that does a lot of final inspection with a
large expense for repairs at the end of the line may have low warranty costs, but it
certainly is paying a high price for low quality. Customers who aren't happy with the
perceived quality of their car may not buy another car from Acme. If they never bring
it in for a warranty claim, or if all needed repairs come after the warranty period, the
warranty costs will be zero, but the cost of poor quality is high. Finally, warranty
costs may be due to a defective part from a supplier and have nothing to do with
assembly plant quality.
One very interesting perception was revealed by interviewing Acme experts about
warranty costs and volume plant complexity. There was some data at Acme that
13 APEI is Assembly Plant End Items. It refers to the number of part numbers delivered to the plant.
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suggested that warranty costs are higher on vehicle build codes14 that are built in very
low volumes. This was based on some Model Year 1992 first 12 months warranty
data. See appendix C. Some volume plant veterans tended to agree with this data.
Their explanation was that an operator may not install a particular option for months.
When a vehicle comes by requiring that option, either the parts can't be found or
they're improperly installed. Another explanation is that odd build codes don't sell
very well and they may sit in dealer inventory for a long time. This can lead to seals
drying out and fluids leaking. These qualitative opinions are for the purposes of
illustration only. It is important to keep separate the conclusions based on the hard data
from the opinions of individuals. Opinions should not be treated as conclusions.
This could be important for niche vehicle production. If variety and complexity are not
the problem, but rather infrequency and low volume, then niche vehicles should have
no affect on high volume car quality. Niche vehicles themselves will be built with high
quality if volumes are not too low. This would suggest the already low volume niche
vehicle should be offered in only a small number of variants to keep build code
volumes high enough. To investigate this further, some analysis was done as part of
the research project. This analysis is shown in Appendix C.
B.2.3 Opportunity costs
One final cost of building niche vehicles in volume plants is opportunity costs. Many
of Acme's volume plants are building high volume cars at max capacity right now.
Every niche vehicle built at the volume plant is one less high volume car that can be
sold. This could be a large cost! The cost of building a dedicated focused low volume
niche vehicle plant may be justified compared to the lost revenues and profits created
1 4The vehicle build code describes what package of options and features were included on that vehicle.
Different colors do not create different build codes. A volume plant may build thousands of different
build codes each year. Each particular build code may be built in volumes from 1 to thousands annually.
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by displacing high volume cars with niche vehicles in the volume plant. However, it's
important to consider where the low volume plant will get its car body from. If Prodev
were built in a separate plant that obtained painted bodies from the volume plant, then
the opportunity costs are the same as building Prodev in the volume plant. At most
volume plants, the paint shop is the bottleneck, so any units taken from the paint shop
to become niche vehicles are high volume cars that won't be built. The very high costs
of a paint facility make it infeasible to set one up for a low volume plant. If the niche
vehicle is a derivative vehicle, it makes good sense to build it in the volume plant if
possible. Either way, dedicated assembly plants (large or small) can't vary the volume
mix of models. This leads to the second issue in this appendix, the benefit of
flexibility.
B.3 Benefit of flexibility
The ability to build more than one product at a plant is seen as valuable by almost
everyone, but seldom is that value quantified. This section briefly looks at one way the
value of this benefit might be quantified.
Assume that a volume plant has been modified so that the Prodev could be built there
using the same process proposed for the Prototev (see section 4.2.4, figure 16).
Assuming two Prodev stations, the capacity at the volume plant is shown below.
Table B-I. Annual Volume plant capacity (after modification)
High volume cars 300,000
Prodevs 20,000
Total combined vehicles 300,000
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Further, assume that the modifications would allow another niche vehicle to be built
besides Prodev. Perhaps the flexible volume plant can build Prodevs or Compressed
Natural Gas Cars (CNG cars). The real capacity limits are shown below.
Table B-H. Annual Volume plant capacity (after modification)
High volume cars 300,000
Prodevs 20,000
CNG cars 20,000
Total combined vehicles 300,000
If market demand for high volume cars exceeds 300,000, and the marginal contribution
on all three cars is the same, then there's no benefit to the flexibility. A dedicated
volume plant could simply build 300,000 high volume cars for the same contribution.
However, if demand for high volume cars falls below 300,000, then the flexibility of
the volume plant has value. A more likely scenario would be that combined Prodev
and CNG car sales fall below 20,000. If Acme had built a small focused factory for
their niche vehicles, it would be partially idle. However, the flexible volume plant will
be fully utilized.
A simple way to estimate the value of the flexibility in the volume plant is with a
decision tree and discounted cash flow analysis. Begin by looking at the payoff for the
flexible plant as a function of high volume car demand. It's assumed that the gross
profit margin for any vehicle, niche or high volume, is $5,000 per car. Figure B3
shows the payoff.
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Figure B3. The annual benefit from having a flexible volume
plant varies with the demand for high volume cars.
If the demand for high volume cars from the volume plant stays above 300,000 per
year, there's no economic benefit to flexibility. However, if high volume car demand
drops below 280,000 per year, and there is demand for at least 20,000 niche vehicles,
the flexibility in the volume plant is worth $100MM per year. To simplify the
problem, the decision tree in figure B4 shows only two possible outcomes.
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5 Years X $1 00MM
PV (1998) = $379MM
$0 Benefit
Figure B4. The decision tree above shows two possible outcomes and
the benefits associated with having a flexible volume plant.
The decision tree above assumes a 90% probability that demand for high volume cars
will remain high in 1998. It also assumes demand for niche vehicles will last 5 years.
The present value of the top branch in 1998 is based on the following formula:
PV(1998) = $100MM * (((1+i)**n-l)/(i*(l+i)**n)) n = 5, i= 0.10
PV(1998) = $100MM * (((1.1)**5-1)/(.1*(1.1)**5)) = $379MM
From the decision tree, the expected value of the flexibility benefit is calculated as
follows:
EV(1998) = Prob of high demand * $0MM + Prob of low demand * $379MM
EV(1998) = 0.9*$0MM + 0.1*$379M M = $37.9MM
From this expected value in 1998, the present value (in 1995) of the expected value can
be calculated:
PV(1995) of EV = EV(1998)/(l+i)**n n = 3, i = 0.10
PV(1995) = $37.9MM/(1.1)**3 = $28.5MM
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Based on these assumptions, the expected present value of the flexibility benefit from a
flexible volume plant is $28.5 million. This would need to be compared to the cost of
complexity discussed earlier including the cost of modifying the volume plant. These
benefits and costs must also be compared to other methods of supplying the niche
demand to determine which method is most cost effective. In the case of the electric
vehicle, Acme has made the strategic decision that they must respond to the demand.
An accurate cost and benefit analysis will help answer how best to do this.
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Appendix C. Warranty costs and very low build volumes
This appendix presents some analysis that was done to investigate a possible
relationship between very low build volumes and higher warranty costs. A veteran
Acme employee had proposed the hypothesis that at very low build volumes (< 50 per
year) warranty costs will be higher. The Acme employee had seen some data that
supported this belief. Build volumes are measured by how many of a given build code
are built in a model year. A build code represents the model, options, and features on
a vehicle, such as a 6-cylinder, automatic transmission, coupe of a certain model with
cruise control and air conditioning. Different exterior and interior colors do not
constitute different build codes. This was relevant to the problem of building a niche
vehicle in the volume plant. If too many different versions of the niche vehicle were
offered, the volume of each build code may be too low and lead to more quality
problems. It is assumed that quality problems correlate with warranty costs.
Data on 600 model year 1992 (MY92) vehicles was used to investigate this possible
relationship. The data was selected at random from a population of over 300,000
vehicles of a model built by Acme. For each of the 600 vehicles, the warranty costs
for that vehicle were known along with the quantity of vehicles built in MY92 with the
same build code. Before presenting any results in this thesis, all of the data was
normalized to mask the true values. All warranty costs were divided by a constant such
that the highest warranty cost in the sample of 600 was equal to 100. For example, if
the maximum warranty cost for any vehicle in the sample was $500, all warranty costs
were divided by $5. All build code volumes were divided by another constant such
that the highest volume build code in the sample of 600 was equal to 1000 vehicles.
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The first step was to generate a simple scatter plot to see if the pattern suggested any
relationship between warranty costs and build code volumes (build count) . Figure C1
shows the scatter plot for all 600 data points.
Warranty costs vs build count
100 ,
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Figure C1. Scatter plot of warranty costs for a sample of 600
vehicles.
To reduce the clutter created by 600 data points, a smaller subset of 100 vehicles was
also plotted to look for any relationship. See figure C2 below.
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Figure C2. Scatter plot of warranty costs for 100 vehicles.
Both of these plots suggest that there may be some non-linear relationship between
warranty costs and build count. It appears that warranty costs curve upward at very
low build volumes (ranging from 0 to 45 in the above plot), and warranty costs appear
to be lower and constant for higher build counts (0 to 15 in the above plot). Several
data transformations were attempted to linearize the relationship; however, none of the
subsequent scatter plots showed any pattern to indicate a relationship between warranty
costs and build count. One of the transformations, the square root of warranty costs
and the square root of build count, is shown in figure C3 for the subset of 100 vehicles.
No relationship is apparent.
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Warranty costs vs build count
Figure 3. Scatter plot of transformed data for 100 vehicles.
In an effort to better understand any relationship between warranty costs and build
count, all 600 data points were sorted by build count and separated into 22 "buckets".
Each bucket contained from 18 to 41 data points. The histogram of figure C4 shows
the average warranty costs for each bucket. Based on this figure, there does not seem
to be any trend of increasing warranty costs with decreasing build count. The range in
build count for each group is not a whole number because the buckets were separated
by whole numbers first, then the data was normalized. Therefore, the bucket that
includes all vehicles with build counts between 201 and 300 will not appear as a range
of whole numbers.
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Figure C4. Histogram of average warranty costs for groupings of vehicles by
build count.
Since the above figure does not suggest any relationship between warranty costs and
low build counts, the original hypothesis was revisited. The 600 vehicles in the sample
set were divided into two buckets; those with build counts of 50 annually or under and
those with build counts over 50 annually. Figure C5 below shows the average
warranty costs for these two groups.
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Figure C5. Average warranty costs for vehicles with build counts above and
below 50 annually.
The above figure suggests that there may be a relationship between very low build
counts and higher warranty costs. To investigate this, an ANOVA (Analysis of
Variance) test was conducted. Each group was treated as a separate sample. The null
hypothesis is that the warranty costs for each sample come from the same population.
That is, the true mean for each group is no different from the mean for the other group.
The results of the ANOVA test are shown in the table below.
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Table C-I. ANOVA table for build counts under and over 50. Alpha=0.05
Anova: Single-Factor
Summary
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
less than 50 built 245 1401.4190 5.7201 132.2626
more than 50 built 355 1754.5598 4.9424 70.1555
ANOVA
Source of Variation
Ss d_ M _ P-value Fci
Between Groups 87.6633 1 87.6633 0.9180 0.3384 3.8571
Within Groups 57107.1033 598 95.4968
Total 57194.7666 599
Based on the results of this table. The null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The F-
statistic was only .918, and it must exceed the critical F-statistic of 3.8571 in order to
reject the null hypothesis. This does not mean that there is no difference in warranty
costs for the two groups. There just is not sufficient evidence to reject that hypothesis
in this data set. The ANOVA test was repeated with alpha = 0.10 (i.e. 90%
confidence) and the results were the same. The null hypothesis could not be rejected.
See table C-II below.
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Table C-II. ANOVA table for build counts under and over 50. Alpha=0.10
Anova: Single-Factor
Summary
Groups Count Su A age Variance _
less than 50 built 245 1401.4190 5.7201 132.2626
more than 50 built 355 1754.5598 4.9424 70.1555
ANOVA
Source of Variation
Ss di _____ __ _ FP-value Fcri
Between Groups 87.6633 1 87.6633 0.9180 0.3384 2.7139
Within Groups 57107.1033 598 95.4968
Total 57194.7666 599
Similar analyses were conducted for build counts under and over 20 annually. The
results were the same. The difference in sample means was similar to that found for
the over and under 50 groups, but the ANOVA test did not indicate that the true mean
of warranty costs was different for the two groups. The numbers 20 and 50 are
somewhat arbitrary. The data was separated for build counts above and below 20, 50,
and 100 annually. The difference in average warranty costs was much lower for the
over and under 100 groupings. If there is any real difference in warranty costs, it
appears that the "break point" is somewhere less than 100 build count annually.
While the ANOVA test does not allow the rejection of the null hypothesis, it does not
confirm it either. There may in fact be a real difference in the mean of warranty costs
for those vehicles with very low build counts. Further analysis is certainly worthwhile.
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